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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Forest Hydrology Study is first in a proposed series of studies in the Eastside Type N Characterization Project under the CMER Type N Prescriptions Rule Group. These projects are intended to improve understanding of the geomorphic and ecologic functions filled by Type-N (nonfish-bearing) streams east of the Cascade crest, to identify stream and watershed attributes that control these functions across eastside forested lands addressed by the Forests and Fish Report (FFR), and to characterize human influences on Type-N stream processes and the ecological functions they provide. The Forest Hydrology Study focuses on characterization of base-flow regime; that is, delineation of reaches with perennial and seasonal flow and identification of the physical factors that affect the extent of low-flow surface discharge. Results of the Forest Hydrology Study will guide scoping of future studies in the Eastside Type N Characterization Project.1

The Forest Hydrology Study is divided into design and implementation phases consisting of the following tasks:

Design Phase (presented in this document)

a) Use existing digital data to delineate and characterize Type-N streams and the encompassing Type-N drainage basins to the extent feasible,
b) Use these data to select a representative stratified random sample of Type-N basins for detailed study

Implementation Phase

c) Mapping from digital orthophotos and field surveys for all channels in the selected basins to obtain detailed information not available from existing data, in particular, the presence or absence of surface flow.
d) Identify and quantify relationships between the field-surveyed presence or absence of surface flow with field-measured and air-photo-mapped physical attributes, including measures related to management, and with attributes inferred from analysis of Geographic Information System (GIS) data.
e) Use these data and relationships to develop field-based criteria for delineating seasonal and perennial channels, including estimates of confidence in any such determinations
f) Use these data to develop GIS-based models to estimate the extent of each channel type in all Type-N basins in the study area, including estimates of confidence, and
g) Determine the extent of different base-flow regimes and assess confidence in study results.

This document and accompanying materials 1) describe the conceptual basis for this study design, 2) present a GIS database structure and data for item a above, 3) provide software for obtaining a stratified, equal-probability random sample of Type-N basins for field surveys for

1 The modeling program developed for this study was NOT designed to improve, update, modify, or supplement the current DNR Water Type Layer. This model is only designed to provide a tool to CMER for selecting sites for the Eastside Type N Characterization Project: Forest Hydrology Study’s data collection effort.
item b above, and 4) specifies the measurements and types of analyses required for items c through g above during the study implementation phase.

Eastside FFR lands encompass a vast geographic extent with many Type-N streams. Analyses over this large spatial extent necessitate a Geographic Information System (GIS)-based strategy for the Forest Hydrology Study. GIS topographic analyses are based on existing 10-m digital elevation models (DEMs). Previous studies show that these data are insufficient to resolve site-scale attributes. For example, they cannot resolve all Type-N stream channels. Higher resolution data, such as that obtained from Light Detection and Ranging systems (LiDAR), can potentially resolve site-scale features, but are not available for the entire study area and there are no current plans for widespread State-sponsored collection of such data. The 10-m DEMs resolve larger-scale landscape attributes, many of which impose important controls on stream hydrology and on the processes that transport sediment and organic material from headwater areas to fish-bearing streams. This resolution is sufficient to meet the Forest Hydrology Study objectives. Data analyses during study implementation will establish the confidence with which stream type (seasonal or perennial) can be inferred from available data. Likewise, data collected during study implementation will be available for similar analyses with higher-resolution topographic and other remotely sensed data when these data become available.

GIS data developed during the design phase of this study include a channel network traced from 10-m digital elevation models divided into channel segments (referred to here as reaches) averaging 30-m length. Existing GIS climatic, soils, and geologic data with consistent resolution and completeness over the study area were assembled and used to calculate attributes to quantify characteristics of each reach and of the contributing area to each reach. Channels are grouped by Type-N basins delineated using the watershed to the Type-F-to-N transition point indicated in the water types of the Washington State water-course hydrography (note that the state water type GIS data was updated in May 2009; changes from the previous version are not represented in analyses done for this report).

These Type-N basins form the population of sites from which a representative sample of basins for photo mapping and field surveys is selected. Within each sample basin, all Type-N channels will be surveyed (during the implementation phase of the project). Based on previous studies, Type-N basins are stratified over two variables: 1) predominant rock type, divided into four categories with equal numbers of samples in each stratum, and 2) mean annual precipitation, divided into three equal-sized categories with unequal numbers of samples in each stratum. This provides 12 strata. Based on results of Palmquist (2005), we expect that each strata will require field surveys of about 30 stream channels extending to the channel head or point of upper-most identifiable seasonal flow, for which a total of 100 Type-N basins should be sufficient.

---

2 In 2001 CMER initiated the Perennial Initiation Point (PIP) Pilot Study, which was designed to identify where the point of perennial flow began on Type N streams and the size of the basin area associated to the PIP. Although the Forest Hydrology study will collect some information that is similar to what was collected in the 2001 CMER study, this study is NOT related to the PIP Pilot Study nor is it an offshoot of that study. The Forest Hydrology Study is an independent study designed to characterize flow regimes on Type N streams in order to provide the groundwork for future studies needed to validate the Forest Practices Rules implemented on Type N Streams.
With approval from SAGE and CMER reviewers, it was decided that data collection to characterize temporal patterns (e.g., repeat surveys, gage installation) would be more efficient and likely more successful with data and analysis to characterize spatial controls on base flow. Hence, this study design addresses spatial patterns of base-flow regime. After completion of the study implementation, these data and subsequent analyses will provide a spatial characterization of controls on stream base-flow hydrology, which will inform sample selection for data collection to characterize temporal variability in base flow in subsequent studies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report presents a design for the Forest Hydrology Study, the first component of the Eastside Type N Characterization Project. These studies are part of a proposed series of research projects under the Cooperative Monitoring Evaluation and Research (CMER) committee’s Type N Riparian Prescriptions Rule Group that are intended to “produce information needed to evaluate the eastern Washington riparian prescriptions to determine if they appropriately protect headwater stream functions” (RFP 08-146 scoping document, pg 3). The Scientific Advisory Group Eastside (SAGE) has defined a strategy for accomplishing this task (see the 2008 CMER workplan at http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_am_cmer_workplan08.pdf), the first aspect of which is characterization of “the physical attributes of eastern Washington streams that are likely to contribute to stream function”: the goal of the Eastside Type N Characterization Project. The Forest Hydrology Study, which seeks to identify base-flow regime (perennial, seasonal, and intermittent) and thereby delineate Type Ns and Type Np streams, is the first component of the Eastside Type N Characterization Project and is addressed by this study design.

A detailed discussion of the background and context for this project is contained in RFP08-146 (http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_am_cmer_typen_char_ew_rfp08-146.pdf) and briefly summarized here. Type-N streams compose the majority of stream length (~80%) in a typical Eastern Washington watershed and are recognized as important components of river ecosystems. In particular, perennial (Type Np) streams provide habitat for state-protected amphibians and contribute to downstream water conditions needed to support harvestable levels of salmonids. Hence, Type Np streams receive more extensive riparian protections than those specified for Type Ns streams (WAC 222-30-022(2) at http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_rules_ch222-30wac.pdf). Given the large spatial extent of Type-N streams, determination of the Type Np-to-Ns transition point has significant implications both for timber-harvest planning and for cumulative effects of harvest on watershed condition, leading some stakeholders to request research to examine relationships between current timber-harvest prescriptions specified under the Forest and Fish Report (FFR, available at http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_rules_forestsandfish.pdf) and effects on stream processes that provide ecological functions. SAGE has proposed to undertake this research with a progressive series of projects, starting with the Forest Hydrology Study, which focuses on base-flow hydrology – the factor that delineates Type Np from Type Ns streams.

---

3 The Forests and Fish Report (FFR, http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_rules_forestsandfish.pdf) divides Washington streams into three types: shorelines (Type S), fish bearing (Type F), and non-fish bearing (Type N). Type N streams are further divided into those with perennial flow (Type Np) and those with seasonal flow (Type Ns).
1.1 Purpose and Objective of the Eastside Forest Hydrology Study

RFP08-146 states:

"The eastern Washington Type N stream research program, including this study, means to improve our knowledge of the character, distribution, and function of these streams in order to help stakeholders agree on appropriate forest practice rules for these stream channels."

Specific to the Forest Hydrology Study:

"The purpose of this study is to contribute to the eastern Washington Type N Characterization, Function, and Effectiveness studies by characterizing hydrologic attributes of eastern Washington lands subject to forest practice rules to determine the extent of various flow regimes and their patterns of occurrence across the landscape.

Study objectives include:

- Determine the spatial and temporal characteristics of surface water discharge in Type N streams across eastern Washington FFR lands.
- Investigate process relationships between stream hydrology, landforms and management activity.
- Develop criteria for characterizing and mapping streams with similar characteristics across the FFR landscape.

Critical Questions

The Eastside Forest Hydrology Study will answer the following questions:

- What are the spatial and temporal characteristics of surface water discharge in Type N streams across eastern Washington FFR lands?
- What landforms, management activities, and/or independent physical characteristics (e.g. geology, climate, etc…) are related to different flow characteristics across eastern Washington FFR lands?
- Is there a set of readily identified external characteristics that can be used to group and/or remotely identify streams that exhibit similar hydrologic characteristics?

1.2 Document Roadmap

This document defines the tasks and procedures needed to accomplish the objectives and answer the critical questions listed above. Following this introduction, Section 2 provides context for this study, starting with a brief description of the project area and a field example of surveyed
Type-N streams in eastern Washington. These examples illustrate the challenges that any effort to characterize flow regime will face, and thereby provide the basis for the research strategy we describe in Section 2.3. This strategy is guided by previous work on similar topics, briefly reviewed in Section 2.4. We close Section 2 with a description of the tasks needed for the Forest Hydrology Study. A large portion of the study design involves use of existing data to characterize eastern Washington Type-N streams and to identify a representative subset of these streams for detailed examination in the implementation phase of the project. These tasks are addressed in Section 3: GIS Tasks for Design Phase, in which we: 1) discuss attributes of an appropriate GIS data structure, 2) describe how available data are used to assemble a set of explanatory variables used to characterize Type-N basins and the channels they contain, 3) describe strategies and methods for identifying a representative sample of these basins, and 4) present results of these analyses. Next, in Section 4: Requirements for Project Implementation, we lay out requirements for the implementation phase of the project, in which we 1) describe the data requirements, 2) list the measurements needed to obtain these data, 3) discuss the analyses that will be required to meet the project objectives, and 4) describe personal and equipment requirements.

Many of the results reported in this document are derived with computer programs written specifically for these tasks. Data outputs are in non-proprietary formats and may be read by any GIS. All programs are written in FORTRAN 95. Source code is available upon request. All maps displayed were made with ArcGIS 9.2.

2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1 Study Area

This study addresses eastern Washington forested lands under Forests and Fish Report Rules (FFR), including State-owned lands and areas under Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs), but excluding tribal lands. Much of eastern Washington is not forested and the majority (~70%) of forested land lies under Federal ownership and is not subject to Forests and Fish Rules (Figure 1). Study objectives specify FFR lands as the focus of this research; hence field surveys will be on Type N basins containing at least some portion of FFR lands and this project will not sample the full range of forest lands across eastern Washington. Even so, as shown in Figures 2 and 3, FFR lands span a large range of elevations, mean annual precipitation depths, and include all major rock types.

Rivers and streams in eastern Washington exhibit seasonal discharge that varies in sync with periods of winter precipitation and spring snow melt, with ground-water supplied base flow typically occurring in late summer and early fall. Some streams experience their lowest discharge during winter when they are frozen. These patterns are illustrated in Figure 4, which shows mean annual monthly discharge for gages in eastern Washington on unregulated rivers and streams (gauge locations are shown in Figure 1).
Figure 1. Eastern Washington forested and FFR lands, and locations of unregulated stream gages.

Figure 2. Cumulative distributions for elevation and mean annual precipitation for eastern Washington FFR lands.
Figure 3. Area in each of four broad rock types for FFR lands in eastern Washington. Quaternary indicates areas mapped as unconsolidated Quaternary deposits (glacial, alluvial, mass wasting); Intrusive+Metamorphic includes both intrusive igneous and metamorphic rocks.

Figure 4. Seasonal variation in flow magnitude for streams in eastern Washington, normalized to the largest mean monthly flow. Most streams exhibit snow-melt-dominated peak flows in spring and early summer; others exhibit rain-dominated peak flows in winter. All exhibit low flows in late summer and fall. Gage numbers are shown in legend to the right.

2.2 Constraints on study design

What challenges lie ahead for a study to characterize surface-water discharge, to investigate process relationships, and to map Type-N streams across eastern Washington FFR lands, as our
objectives direct us to do? Some clues are provided by a set of Type-N streams in northeast Washington surveyed by Phil Peterson in September 2008. Surveyed streams from five Type-N basins are shown in the map of Figure 5.

Figure 5. Field-mapped Type-N channels, northeast Washington.

Starting from near drainage divides and moving down slope, we find four patterns in the progression from unchanneled hillslopes to channels with flowing surface water:

1) unchanneled swales to dry channels to channels with surface flow,
2) unchanneled swales to channels with surface flow,
3) dry channels to channels with surface flow, and
4) channels starting directly with surface flow.
Given that the surveys were in September 2008, near the end of the dry season, it is reasonable to consider the up-slope-most reaches encountered with surface flow as perennial, so from that point downstream, these streams are classified as Type Np (Forest Practice Rules Chapter 222-16 WAC, pg 16-19). However, in every case, these streams exhibit discontinuous flow downstream. Reaches with surface water transition downstream into dry reaches or into unchannelized reaches that appear to be ephemeral or relict, with no indicators of surface flow in recent years. Surface water then reappears at some point downstream, and may then disappear again further downstream. These channels consist of a series of "perennial" and "seasonal" reaches all the way downstream to the Type-F confluence, except for two cases where the channels disappear entirely at the valley floor and have no confluence with the Type-F channel. The proportion of channel length in each flow regime varies among the five headwater basins shown on this map, and the contiguous lengths in single flow regimes varies among channels. The two streams to the northwest have no surface connection to the Type F channel; the two streams to the northeast converge with the Type F channel over a broad valley floor; and the two streams from the south side traverse steep, seasonal channels that flow directly into the Type F channel where it traverses a narrow section of the valley.

Each basin provides different geomorphic and ecological functions. All but one of the basins have perennial reaches that may serve as amphibian habitat, but the amount of that habitat and the size and distance between habitat patches differ from stream to stream. All of the basins serve as source areas of water to the Type-F channel, but only the northeast basin provides year-round surface flow; the basins to the south have surface flow only seasonally or during storms, and the basins to the northwest never discharge surface water to the Type-F channel; they provide only groundwater. Correspondingly, these basins to the northwest, with no surface-flow connection, provide no sediment, wood, or organic debris to the Type-F channel. The basins to the south, although having only seasonal or ephemeral flow, are sufficiently steep to serve as direct conduits for debris-flow-carried sediment and wood to the Type-F channel. The basins to the northeast provide water and organic debris year round, but traverse low-gradient sections above the valley that preclude direct delivery of large sediment or wood.

These five adjacent headwater basins exhibit a great deal of heterogeneity. The effort required to document that heterogeneity was substantial. Channel locations in Figure 5 are overlain on 2006 color digital imagery; for the most part, the channels are not visible in the aerial photographs, and where they are, the presence or absence of surface water is not discernable. Channel locations and flow regime are based on field observations.

Figure 6 shows the 1:24,000 USGS topographic map for the same area, along with streams from the 2009 state stream layer. These are important data sources, particularly because the USGS 10-m digital elevation models (DEMs) that serve as the spatial reference for GIS analyses are derived from these topographic maps. In many cases, field-mapped streams do not line up precisely with contour crenulations in the topographic map. (Contour crenulations serve as topographic indicators of a channel). Such discrepancies may reflect errors in either the
topographic map or the field mapping, and where minor (less than several hundred feet), can be accommodated in data analyses. In some cases, however, discrepancies are not minor, as with the northwest-most field-surveyed stream. The contours and blue-line stream on the topographic map have the upper portion of this stream draining into the wrong basin. Such discrepancies introduce substantial error in stream locations, drainage divides, and drainage areas estimated from the topographic data. Field surveys or mapping from air-photo stereo pairs to delineate drainage divides and calculate drainage area are time consuming, so estimates of these attributes are typically based on analysis of topographic maps or digital elevation data.

**Figure 6.** USGS 1:24,000-scale topographic map for the same area shown in Figure 5, with surveyed Type N streams and the state water layer.
The state stream layer, in this case, includes the field-mapped stream location. Accuracy of the state stream layer depends on the data source. Where field surveys are available and have been used to update the state data, accuracy can be excellent, as shown in Figure 6. Where stream locations are based on available topographic data, accuracy may not be as good.

These observations show 1) that Type-N streams can exhibit great spatial heterogeneity in flow regime, and 2) that accurate determination of channel locations and presence or absence of surface water requires field surveys. How many channels are there to characterize over eastern Washington FFR lands? Overlaying the state stream layer with the FFR lands indicated in Figure 1 provides a rough estimate: 24,060 miles of Type-N-channel length involving 66,900 separate streams contained within FFR lands. A complete field census is probably beyond the scope of this project.

As seen in Figures 1 through 3, FFR lands are spread discontinuously across a geographic extent that spans a large range in elevation, climate, and geology (and in other factors that affect stream hydrology that we have not included in these figures). We anticipate a corresponding large range in the spatial and temporal characteristics of surface-water discharge in Type-N streams across FFR lands.

An extensive Type-N channel system exhibiting great heterogeneity and located on FFR lands spread discontinuously over all corners of eastern Washington presents formidable challenges for the Forest Hydrology Study, whether it is based on field surveys, remotely-sensed data, or GIS analyses. Additionally, for GIS-based analysis, the examples above show that available data contain errors and are of unknown accuracy. These are important considerations in formulating the study design, but there are other, perhaps even more limiting constraints. These involve our ability to detect, even with field surveys, the fundamental controls on Type-N stream hydrology, particularly controls on base-flow regime (perennial, seasonal): the determining factor in delineating Type Np from Type Ns streams.

Base flow derives from groundwater (Winter, 2007). Although overall patterns of groundwater flow reflect regional topography, the local details important to headwater stream hydrology depend on below-ground attributes, things like the depth and stratigraphy of surface deposits and soil, and the orientation, size, and number of bedrock fractures. The transitions in flow regime seen in the streams mapped in Figure 5 may result from meter-scale variations in soil depth, in substrate permeability, and in fracture density and orientation. These factors cannot be mapped from above-ground observations; therefore, these controls on groundwater and stream base flow must be inferred from indicators provided by topography and vegetation. Our ability to resolve relationships between stream-flow characteristics and physical characteristics of the surrounding landscape, even with detailed field-surveys and perfectly accurate GIS data, are thus inherently limited to an extent yet to be determined.
2.3  A strategy for dealing with these constraints

To determine characteristics of surface water discharge, to investigate process relationships between stream hydrology, landforms and management activity, and to develop criteria for characterizing and mapping streams with similar characteristics, we must know the location and flow regime for at least some Type-N stream reaches. This requires field mapping. Field mapping is, however, impractical over the entire project domain, so to extend study results across the eastern Washington FFR landscape will also require use of remotely sensed data (e.g., aerial photographs) and GIS analyses. To balance efforts between field surveys, mapping from remotely sensed data, and GIS analyses – or at a more basic level, to decide if these techniques can even provide the information needed to meet the project objectives – we need to know the accuracy and precision of information obtained from each technique. The issues discussed above, however, leave us in a quandary. Even if field mapping were to provide absolute confidence in channel location and flow regime, the confidence with which relationships between hydrology, landforms, and management activity can be resolved is unknown. In addition, the confidence to which channel locations and flow regime can be inferred from remotely sensed and GIS data without field mapping is also unknown. Hence, an important task for this project is to establish boundaries on the levels of confidence attainable with these techniques.

To establish these levels, we define a hierarchical approach for data analysis. Measurements should be made at the finest spatial grain practical. As will be discussed in more detail later, for field mapping this is a 30-m reach and for GIS analysis this is the 10-m horizontal resolution of the USGS DEMs. At this grain, we expect confidence to be low. For example, GIS-based predictions from empirical regression models for the location of a single reach have large uncertainty, as shown by Cupp (2005) in evaluation of the state water-typing model. These fine-grained data can, however, be summed to provide other useful metrics that have a lower level of spatial precision, but a higher level of confidence. For example, we can sum all field-surveyed or GIS-predicted channel lengths to obtain measured or predicted cumulative stream length, which when normalized by drainage area, gives channel density. Channel density is primarily determined by the number and upslope position of channel initiation points (channel heads). Numerous studies have found that channel-head locations, and resulting channel density, vary with climate, geology, topography, and other landscape attributes (e.g., Montgomery and Dietrich, 1989; Palmquist, 2005), so channel density provides a potentially useful variable for discerning variability in the physical controls on surface-water discharge.

Moreover, predictions of cumulative channel length can be made with considerably greater accuracy than predictions of single reach locations. For example, Colson et al. (2006) found that blue-line streams on the USGS topographic maps for headwater stream reaches in North Carolina were within 10-m of field-surveyed locations in only 5 – 17% of the observed cases. Heine et al. (2004), however, found that stream lengths traced from the USGS 10-m DEMs in central Kansas (counting both missed streams and traced streams that didn't actually exist) were 87% accurate. Some reach lengths are under-predicted, others over-predicted. When summed
over a large number of reaches, these errors tend to cancel out. Uncertainty in estimates of channel density will, therefore, generally decrease with increasing area (and the corresponding increasing cumulative channel length).

An individual reach defines the fine-grained endpoint for data analysis; channel density of the watershed containing the reach defines the coarse-grained endpoint. We have a range of options in between. Type-N basins, defined as the contributing areas to the Type-N-to-F transition points, provide a logical starting point. Because unconfined water tables reflect smoothed surface topography, each Type-N basin roughly delineates the local groundwater flow system providing base flow to the contained Type-N streams. Comparison of Type-N-basin channel density to measures of basin topography, geology, climate, vegetation cover, and the intensity and type of management activity may thus prove informative and provide sufficient accuracy to give confidence in the results.

Type-N basins come in many sizes, the frequency distribution of which may also be useful information. However, variability in basin size will confound analysis of confidence in data regression and model results because, as stated above, uncertainty in estimates of channel density is inherently a function of basin size. The choice of the Type-N-to-F transition point (which is also uncertain, Cupp, 2005) for defining these basins is, however, an arbitrary decision. We can define headwater basins in any fashion that serves our purpose. Analyses can also be based on basins defined by specified contributing areas. As discussed in greater length in subsequent sections, we use the Type-N-to-F transition points indicated in the state GIS hydrography data to delineate Type-N basins for identifying potential field-survey sites; subsequent analyses can parse these data into smaller sub-basins.

Channel density is a simple starting point for characterizing surface-water discharge. We can use the same strategy of summing reach values to define other metrics that can provide information useful for characterizing stream systems and for identifying the geomorphic and ecologic processes active within these systems. Starting with channel density, we define a series of steps in the hierarchy from coarse- to fine-grained metrics:

- Channel density (channel length per unit area).
- Number of channel heads.
- Proportion of channel length with surface flow.
- Frequency distribution of stream lengths with contiguous flow regime, one for sections with surface flow, one for dry sections.
- Flow regime and contiguous length with that flow type draining to the Type-F channel.
- Location of every 30-m reach
- Flow regime of every 30-m reach
Data analyses at each of these levels should include quantitative descriptions of a) variability in observed values, b) scale dependence of that variability (how does the frequency distribution of measured values change with the area over which they are measured), and c) the confidence of predictions at each level. Uncertainty in predicted values will depend both on natural intrinsic variability and on the ability of available data and field observations to resolve the factors that determine reach location and flow regime. Because natural variability is an inherent property of hydrologic systems, predictions need to be phrased in terms of probability. For example, field surveys might include 100 reaches with nearly the same values for all measured physical attributes (drainage area, rock type, forest cover, slope, etc.), yet 80 of these reaches might have surface water and 20 might be dry. The reasons for these differences are not resolved by our observations, so the available data provide only the ability to say that, for other reaches with the same characteristics, we expect an 80% chance that they have surface water and a 20% chance that they are dry.

This series of metrics allows analysis over multiple scales. We can seek regional trends across eastern Washington, we can seek differences among Type-N basins within a region, and we can seek differences among reaches within a Type-N basin. We do not know which level of analysis will prove most useful. We expect, in fact, that each level will provide useful information that can be applied for different purposes.

The metrics we propose for characterizing surface water discharge require continuous surveys of all streams contained within a Type-N basin. Many studies of stream systems use measurements obtained from isolated reaches. That approach, however, does not provide total stream length and can preclude detection of longitudinal patterns in stream attributes, both of which are aspects that we seek to characterize.

Data and data analysis for this project must be spatially explicit, and require use of GIS. A GIS will be used to characterize physical attributes, such as drainage area, or the proportion of basin area in a particular rock type or in particular forest types, to compare to the field-measured values for each of the metrics listed above. These GIS-calculated variables will also be used in predictive models. As noted above, accurate determination of channel location and flow regime require field observations, but field census of all Type-N streams across eastern Washington FFR lands is not practical. Therefore, to characterize surface-water discharge and to map streams with similar characteristics across eastern Washington FFR lands will require models to predict each of the above listed metrics for basins where field observations are not available. These models will be GIS based. Other studies have demonstrated on larger (Type-F) streams that valid inferences about channel characteristics can be made using correlations between GIS-derived and field-measured or air-photo-mapped attributes (Beechie et al., 2006; Clarke et al., 2008; Hall et al., 2007). One task for the Forest Hydrology Study is to extend and evaluate this approach for headwater streams.
Given the complex and variable nature of Type-N stream systems, the scope and objectives set for the Forest Hydrology Study present imposing challenges for data collection and analysis. We have defined a strategy for addressing these challenges that includes five points:

1. *A hierarchical set of quantitative metrics for characterizing surface-water discharge.* These metrics progress from coarse-grained attributes that integrate values over space, to fine-grained attributes that specify individual reach location and flow regime. Each level provides a different degree of expected certainty and precision, from greater certainty, but less spatial precision at the coarse grain, to less certainty, but greater precision at the fine grain. We have defined metrics that we expect have a measurable response to changes in controlling variables and that have implications for geomorphic and ecological functions served by the Type-N basins and the channels contained. At a regional scale, coarse-grained metrics will be essential to sort through the large array of confounding factors to identify relationships in data. At a local scale, fine-grained metrics will be essential to define the degree of variability that exists among and within basins. Although not listed above, other potentially useful metrics, such as debris-flow-transport potential, can also be obtained from integration of fine-grained measurements specified in this project design if subsequent observations indicate that such metrics would be informative.

2. *Explicit inclusion of variability in data analysis and development of probability-based models.* Variability is a quantifiable attribute of the system we seek to characterize. Observations and model predictions should be reported in terms of frequency distributions.

3. *Use of Type-N basins as the primary sample unit.* Drainage divides for these headwater basins generally parallel the local water table divides that drive groundwater flow to Type-N channels. Hence, we expect that the Type-N basin also provides the best scale over which to characterize physical controls on groundwater flow (such as relief and slope) in the search for relationships between physical attributes and stream hydrology. Groundwater-flow fields are certainly more complicated than inferred from this assumption of unconfined flow, but use of the Type-N basin as the sample unit is only a starting point that we use in the project design for stratifying potential field-sampling sites. Data analyses will be performed over a range of spatial scales.

4. *Continuous field surveys of all channels within sampled Type-N basins.* Calculation of all metrics require surveys of all channels. In particular, we expect that patterns in flow regime – the contiguous length of surface flow, the separation between reaches with surface flow, the distribution of these lengths – will prove useful both for characterizing surface-water discharge and for determining ecological function. Measurement of such attributes requires continuous surveys.

5. *GIS-based data analysis and model development.* Many of the physical controls on stream hydrology may best be characterized by spatial integration of values over the contributing area to a reach; this requires spatially referenced data and analysis.
Subsequently, extrapolation of empirical results across eastern Washington FFR lands is practicably done only with a GIS-based model.

A large portion of this document focuses on point 5, GIS-based data analysis. In-depth discussion of the other four points awaits data collection during the implementation phase of this project.

In assessing options for study design, it is helpful to remember that the Forest Hydrology Study is observational (not experimental) and inductive (not deductive). We seek spatial trends and empirical relationships between different observed and inferred quantities. Initially, we are neither positing a theory nor posing hypotheses to be tested; we are simply looking to see what is there. Statistical analyses of the data may pose a "null hypothesis"; e.g., there is no relationship between mean annual precipitation and channel density, or there is no relationship between DEM-inferred channel gradient and field-measured channel gradient, but the null hypothesis is simply a framework for identifying relationships in data.

Having said that, we must also admit that we do use a conceptual model of stream hydrology to identify candidate explanatory variables for development of empirical models. This is a necessity of expediency. We seek to distill the innumerable variables that could be defined to those most likely to provide meaningful and significant relationships. We understand that in assuming we know something about the system before we look, we risk biasing study results. However, not doing so would lead to an impractical number of variables to calculate and examine. We feel that previous studies provide sufficient guidance so that the risk of bias is low, but acknowledge that the potential for bias exists and that field personnel and data analysts must be on the lookout for aspects of the system that we have overlooked.

After relationships in data have been inferred statistically, they will then be used to develop empirical models to extrapolate these relationships to basins that do not have channel surveys. Measurements can then be made to compare with these predictions and determine the confidence with which these relationships may be extrapolated. These comparisons provide tests of empirical relationships; not tests of hypotheses deduced from explanations of those relationships. The relationships found in the Forest Hydrology Study may be used, perhaps in future studies, to guide development of possible explanations and to deduce probable cause and effect, at which point we may pose hypotheses, based on those explanations, designed to test and hone our conceptual understanding of the system. Such steps will be essential in efforts to improve knowledge of Type-N systems, but are beyond the scope of the Forest Hydrology Study.

As a final point in discussing strategy, we point out that nowhere in the discussion above do we address temporal variability. Although determination of spatial and temporal characteristics of surface-water discharge is a stated objective for the study, we think that design of a study to determine temporal characteristics should follow results of a study that determines spatial characteristics. We expect that spatially distributed physical attributes, such as rock type, impose important controls on temporal characteristics (Jaeger et al., 2007). That is a hypothesis, and good design of a sampling strategy to test it requires data on the spatial distribution of controlling
variables. We will return to this topic, but to avoid confusion, state here that we have not defined measures and metrics to assess temporal variability as part of this project design.

2.4 Previous Work

A substantial body of work precedes and guides this study design (see for example the DNR Type-5 stream literature review at http://www1.dnr.wa.gov/hcp/type5/). Several efforts earlier this decade collected data to characterize the extent of perennial and seasonal flow (Hunter et al., 2005; Jaeger et al., 2007; MacCracken and Boyd, undated report; Pleus and Goodman, 2003; Veldhuisen, 2000, 2004), culminating in the Type N stream demarcation pilot study (Palmquist, 2005). These studies were done to better characterize the extent and controls on Type-N channel base-flow hydrology. They used field surveys to locate the upper-most extent of surface water (the perennial initiation point, or PIP) and evidence of seasonal flow (channel head) during late-summer low-flow periods and used repeat surveys to characterize temporal variability in these points. They then sought to characterize the central tendencies (e.g., mean) and variability of these locations in terms of drainage area, distance to the drainage divide, and distance between the channel head and PIP. Similar studies have been reported in Massachusetts (Bent and Steeves, 2006) and North Carolina (Colson, 2006; North Carolina Division of Water Quality, 2008).

Several researchers have examined the extent of fish use in stream networks using the same or similar data types as used here and their experiences are also useful for this effort. Conrad et al. (2003) developed a GIS-based model, using regressions of observed locations of fish presence or absence to topographic attributes derived from the US Geological Survey 10-m DEMs. Field evaluations of this model (Cupp, 2005; Terrapin Environmental, 2004) indicate substantial reach-scale uncertainties in model predictions, both for channel extent and for fish use. Similar studies are described by Fransen et al. (2006) and by McCleary and Hassan (2008).

Several manuals describing field assessment techniques have been published. The Environmental Protection Agency has published a manual on field techniques for delineating stream reaches with perennial flow from those with seasonal flow (Fritz et al., 2006), and tested these techniques on streams in forested landscapes across the U.S. (Fritz et al., 2008). The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has published a manual for habitat assessment in Ohio headwater streams, which includes discussion of techniques for determining flow regime (OHEPA, 2002). An interim manual for assessment of streamflow duration in Oregon has recently been released by the Environmental Protection Agency (Topping et al., 2009).

2.5 Tasks

Tasks required for the Forest Hydrology Study may be divided between those addressed by the study design (this document) and those addressed by study implementation, as described below and illustrated in the flow charts of Figures 7 through 10, which illustrate each of the project components and the associated tasks. Flow Chart 1 shows the sequence of steps anticipated for
the Eastside Type N Characterization Project, for which the Forest Hydrology Study serves as the first in a potential series of studies. Flow charts 2 through 4 then provide greater detail on each phase and the associated components of the Forest Hydrology Study.

2.5.1 **Study Design (this document, Flow Charts 1 through 3)**

- Identify the dependent (response) and independent (explanatory, predictor) variables. The dependent variables are those channel attributes we seek to identify that serve as indicators of hydrologic regime and channel function. The metrics defined in section 2.1 may be divided into a set of dependent variables (listed from fine- to coarse-grained attributes):
  1. location of all Type-N channel reaches,
  2. presence or absence of surface water for every Type-N channel reach during low-flow conditions,
  3. number of and location for each perennial initiation point (PIP, the upper-most extent of surface discharge)
  4. number of and location for each upper-most extent of seasonal flow (channel head),
  5. frequency distributions of channel lengths with contiguous flow regime (surface discharge and dry),
  6. the contiguous length of stream channel with (or without) surface discharge confluent with the Type-F stream,
  7. the proportion of channel length with surface discharge, and
  8. total channel length upstream of a specified point (e.g., within a Type-N basin), from which to calculate channel density.

In the context of the Forest Hydrology Study, the dependent variables can be directly and consistently measured only through field surveys. The independent variables are attributes that serve to predict the dependent variables and that can be quantified using existing data sources (e.g., 10-m digital elevation models) or measurements that are less expensive to obtain than field surveys, such as mapping from aerial photographs. The independent variables are also referred to as explanatory or predictor variables. Examples include drainage area, surface gradient, and forest cover. These are discussed in detail later in this report.

- Define a database structure to relate the dependent and independent variables. The database will be used for data analysis to detect relationships between variables and to implement models that relate the independent and dependent variables. For example, it is necessary to distinguish seasonal-flow reaches between those with and without upstream
perennial flow; hence, the database and the statistical models used to predict flow must be structured to predict this relationship.

- Quantify, to the extent possible, the independent variables. This involves the implementation and development of GIS-based models that incorporate existing digital data to delineate the Type-N channel network and associated drainage basins, and then to calculate the variable values associated with each reach and each basin. This step is necessary to identify a representative set of Type-N channels for field surveys.

- Define a sampling procedure to identify sites for the air-photo mapping and field surveys. A representative sample of all Type-N channels on eastern Washington FFR lands is required for this task.

- Define the sample structure (strata and sample size) estimated as necessary to accomplish the study objectives.

- Determine the attributes to be measured and the measurement procedures for air-photo mapping and field surveys to quantify the dependent variables.

2.5.2 Study Implementation

- Conduct field surveys and air-photo mapping. Field surveys will be performed during late summer and early fall. These measurements provide the information to address the critical questions posed above.

- Build and test statistical models. These serve several purposes: to identify relationships in the data, to quantify variability in observed quantities, to assess confidence in GIS-derived values (such as gradient), and to calibrate and assess confidence in GIS-based models to characterize and predict channel-reach locations, attributes, and base-flow regime.

- Assess the results. Do collected data provide sufficient information to answer the critical questions? This assessment will determine which future studies are needed and the data and analysis from this study will guide scoping of future studies.
Figure 7. Flow Chart 1. The Eastside Type N Characterization Project consists of a progressive series of projects, each building on results of the former. The Forest Hydrology Study is the first of this series, and is divided into design and implementation phases, aspects of which are listed above. Components of each phase are illustrated in greater detail in Flow Charts 2, 3, and 4.
Figure 8. Flow Chart 2, Study design, showing the sequence of tasks for designing the GIS channel classification structure and for obtaining a stratified, random sample of Type-N basins for detailed measurements during the implementation phase.
**Phase 1. Study design: Mapping and Survey Protocol**

Determine the attributes to measure.
- In the design stage we seek to identify the minimum number of attributes sufficient to characterize channel function and potential management effects. Measurement of unnecessary or redundant attributes will increase survey cost.
- To obtain confidence in resulting models, measurements must be made from a large number of samples. Hence, measurements must be quickly and reliably obtained by typical survey crews.

**Examples**

- **Air-photo mapping**
  - Which photos? (2006 NAIP digital orthophotos)
  - Heads-up (on screen) digitizing.
  - Forest cover classes (must define classes).
  - Road locations and type (must define types).
  - Channel locations and extent.

- **Field Survey**
  - Walk all channels in selected Type N basins
  - Measurements at regularly spaced intervals
  - GPS locations
  - Flow transitions
  - Type F to N transition

---

**Figure 9. Flow Chart 3. Study design, showing the sequence of tasks to design the mapping and survey protocol.**
Phase 2. Implementation: Detailed mapping, field surveys, model construction, and channel classification

1. Site Selection
   - Using protocol and software developed in Phase 1

2. Site Assessment
   - No access, etc.

3. Air-photo mapping, Field Surveys

4. Data Analysis
   - Model construction; e.g., regression tree relating probability of different flow types to channel and watershed attributes
   - Statistical evaluation; determine level of confidence in models

5. Type N Channel Hydrologic Classification

6. Is sample size adequate

**Figure 10.** Flow Chart 4. Sequence of tasks for study implementation.
3 DESIGN PHASE: GIS TASKS

3.1 GIS Data Structure Requirements

In designing the Forest Hydrology Study, it is important to consider the larger context for the Eastside Type N Characterization project – characterization of physical attributes that contribute to stream function – because the channel classification and, most importantly, the data structure used to implement and use this classification within a Geographic Information System must serve both to identify hydrologic regime and to characterize stream function. To do so, the key factors that determine Type N stream-channel function must be identified and included in the classification scheme. At this stage in the project, we must rely on existing knowledge and concepts to identify factors that are likely to be important determinants of stream function. The scoping document accompanying RFP 08-146 briefly summarized current understanding of Type N channel processes, which we reiterate here.

Headwater basins compose the majority of the surface area of a watershed. As such, they form the predominant source for surface and ground water, provide habitat for amphibians and invertebrates, and are important sources for sediment, wood, and nutrients to the Type-F channel network. Type-N basin conditions affect water quality; Type-N streams provide unique headwater habitats and form the transport corridors from headwater source areas to Type-F streams. Inputs of water, sediment, nutrients, and wood from Type-N streams influence the hydrology, chemistry, geomorphology, and ecology of Type-F streams. Table 1, from the scoping document in RFP08-146 (reproduced below), lists the factors that control process linkages between Type-N and Type-F stream channels.

From these considerations, we identify three components essential for a stream classification to infer stream function and assess the influence of management actions and forest disturbances on Type-N and downstream Type-F stream channels:

1. The stream classification must characterize the source locations for processes and events that influence the supply of water, sediment, and organic materials to Type-N streams, i.e., each channel reach must have a delineated contributing area. Type-N channels are influenced by the climate, topography, geology, soils, and forest cover of their drainage basins. Existing and obtainable data are insufficient to characterize all pertinent aspects of the source areas to Type N streams, but the classification must be structured to use whatever information about these source areas is available and to incorporate new information that becomes available.

2. The classification must characterize the pathways and transport processes by which water, sediment, and organic materials move to and through Type-N channels. Headwater channels provide the physical link between upslope source areas and fish-bearing streams (Gomi et al., 2002). The processes that move material through these channels (fluvial flow, hyporheic flow, debris flows) and the degree to which materials are stored in headwater valleys
determine the rate at which materials originating upslope are carried to fish-bearing channels (Lancaster and Casebeer, 2007; Miller and Burnett, 2008). The classification must include information characterizing flow paths from source locations to fish-bearing streams, including attributes pertinent to sediment transport process (fluvial or mass-wasting) and sediment storage potential (gradient, valley width).

3. The classification must characterize the response of Type-F channels to inputs from Type-N streams. The response of a Type F channel to inputs from Type N channels depend on the type and magnitude of those inputs and on geomorphic attributes of the Type-N and Type-F streams. Factors affecting this response include position in the channel network (e.g., the size of the Type F channel relative to the Type N), the density (number per unit length) of Type N tributary junctions, valley geometry (which determines the space available for storage of sediment in fans, terraces, floodplains and upstream of obstructions such as wood jams), the nature of material provided by Type N streams (e.g., boulders or sand, large wood or no wood), and the timing, magnitude, and frequency of these inputs (Benda et al., 2004a; Benda et al., 2004b). The classification must include attributes pertinent to Type F channel response to inputs from tributary Type N channels.

Such a stream classification system is of greater scope than required for the Forest Hydrology Study: the factors that affect flow regime fall within the domain of components one and two. To assess the consequences of timber harvests, roads, and natural forest disturbances for headwater and downstream fish-bearing channel systems, all three components are needed to link cause and effect. Because the Forest Hydrology Study is the first in a potential series of studies to address these issues, it is worthwhile to recognize and accommodate these requirements now.

Table 1. Variables linking headwater processes to downstream fish habitat and water quality (SAGE, 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key variable</th>
<th>Factors controlling connectivity to F segment</th>
<th>Factors or conditions in N segment that influence significance of key variable on downstream F segment habitat and water quality</th>
<th>Factors or conditions influencing significance of F segment response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer water temperature</td>
<td>• flow regime (perennial, intermittent, ephemeral)</td>
<td>• discharge (summer low flow) • shade / wind • depth • groundwater input • hyporheic exchange</td>
<td>• discharge (summer low flow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment supply</td>
<td>• flow regime • gradient • channel confinement • storage potential</td>
<td>• discharge (peak) • flood potential • basin size • bank erosion potential</td>
<td>• discharge (peak) • gradient • channel confinement • position in stream network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LWD supply</td>
<td>• debris flow or fluvial dominated • channel confinement • storage potential</td>
<td>• discharge (peak) • flood potential • basin size • bank erosion potential</td>
<td>• discharge (peak) • gradient • channel confinement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Supply/Nutrients</td>
<td>• flow regime</td>
<td>• discharge (all) • riparian tree composition • geomorphology • LWD supply</td>
<td>• discharge (all) • position in stream network • fish community composition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2 Data Structure

To link source areas, headwater (Type N), and fish-bearing (Type F) channels, we need to determine the flow paths for water and mass-wasting debris that connect these different areas. Hence, a digital elevation model (DEM), from which flow directions can be inferred, provides the base layer to which all other data types are referenced. Channel locations and contributing areas to channel segments are based on DEM-determined flow paths. DEM-traced channels are stored in a shapefile (ESRI, 1998), a data format that can be read by a GIS. Channels are divided into reaches of approximately 30-m length. This short reach length is used for two reasons: it is possible to aggregate information into longer reaches, if desired, and it allows us to compare the variability resolved from the DEM to that observed on the ground. Attributes for each reach (e.g., drainage area, mean annual precipitation for that drainage area) are stored as tabular data files that can be read by a GIS or other database software (e.g., a spreadsheet such as Microsoft Excel). Included in this list of attributes are the up- and down-stream reach ID numbers, so that connectivity through the channel network can be determined. In GIS terminology, this is a “routed” channel network, from which we can determine such things as which Type F channel reach each Type N reach ultimately drains to, the distance from each Type N reach to the confluence with a Type F reach, and attributes of each intervening Type N reach. Each reach can thereby be classified not only in terms of its local attributes, but also in terms of the attributes of up- and downstream reaches. For example, we can subsequently predict reaches likely to have perennial flow upstream and seasonal flow downstream.

Because all data layers are referenced to the DEM, all non-channel areas can be classified in terms of the channel reach they drain to. This provides an explicit linkage between source areas and channel reaches. Reaches can thereby be classified in terms of attributes of their contributing areas, such as mean annual precipitation or predominant rock type.

In the implementation phase of the Forest Hydrology Study, information on forest cover and road locations within sampled basins will be obtained by digitized mapping from aerial photographs and information on channel geometry and flow regime will be obtained from georeferenced field surveys. These data will be associated to the corresponding source areas and DEM-traced channel reaches in the GIS. The association of GIS-derived attributes (the independent, or explanatory, variables discussed in this document) with attributes obtained from detailed air-photo mapping and field surveys (the dependent variables), will be used to a) develop statistics to predict flow regime (and the associated dependent variables listed previously) in unsurveyed channels based on the existing GIS data, and b) estimate confidence in those predictions.
3.3 Tracing the Channel Network

3.3.1 Flow Directions

We have used DEMs created by the U.S. Geological Survey that consist of elevations specified over a regular grid with 10-meter horizontal point spacing. Elevation values are interpolated from contour lines on 1:24,000-scale USGS topographic maps (http://edc.usgs.gov/guides/dem.html). Each point is associated with a 100-m² cell. Elevation differences between points are used to infer flow directions for surface drainage. To delineate contributing area to each point, an algorithm must be defined to apportion flow from each cell to adjacent cells (Erskine et al., 2006). The simplest method, referred to as the D8 algorithm (O’Callaghan and Mark, 1984), directs all flow to one of the eight adjacent cells, typically to that with the steepest downward-directed slope between the two DEM points. With the D8 algorithm, flow from cell to cell follows one of eight possible directions. We have used an alternative algorithm derived by Tarboton (1997), called D∞ (D-infinity), which directs flow in any direction based on the relative elevations of each point and its eight adjacent neighbors and then apportions flow to one or (at most) two adjacent cells. Unlike the D8 algorithm, D∞ allows down-slope dispersion over divergent topography. After flow direction from each 100-m² cell is determined, contributing areas are calculated using a recursive algorithm that traces flow paths to each drainage divide (Tarboton, 1997). Along any flow path, once the criterion for channel initiation is met, the D8 algorithm is used to preclude any further downstream dispersion.

In flat areas and areas of low relief where DEM elevations do not resolve flow directions, we use an algorithm described by Garbrecht and Martz (1997) that directs flow away from areas of higher elevation and towards areas of lower elevation. We also use drainage enforcement, in which channel locations from the State water-course hydrography GIS data layer are used to direct flow directions to align with mapped channels. Drainage enforcement has little effect in areas of high relief, where flow directions are well resolved with the 10-m DEM, but guides channel locations in areas of low relief where the DEM-resolved topography is essentially flat.

3.3.2 Channel Initiation

Flow paths determine channel locations, but to delineate channel networks we require a consistent criterion for identifying upslope channel extent. A variety of options are described in the literature (e.g., Heine et al., 2004), the simplest of which is a drainage-area threshold: any DEM cell with a drainage area greater than a specified value is considered a channel. A criterion based on the mechanisms of channel initiation leads to a slope-dependent drainage-area threshold (e.g., Montgomery and Foufoula-Georgiou, 1993), which we use here. To determine the appropriate threshold value, we plot delineated channel density as a function of the threshold value. For most areas, channel density versus threshold value shows an approximately power-law relationship with an inflection for channel densities between 5 to 15 km/km². This inflection corresponds to the point where further decreases in drainage-area threshold result in large increases in the number of cells meeting the channel criteria, that is, where delineated channels
extend onto unchannelized hillslopes, referred to as channel feathering (Figure 11). This value indicates a transition from divergent to convergent topography (McNamara et al., 2006) and provides a means for calibrating the channel initialization criterion directly from the DEM (Clarke et al., 2008).

The mechanisms for channel initiation may differ between steep slopes, where landsliding can be an active process of channel formation, and lower-gradient slopes where surface and seepage erosion are the active channel-forming processes. We therefore use different criteria for steep versus low-gradient slopes (see Clarke et al., 2008). Landslide inventories from the region have essentially no landslides on DEM-determined slope gradients less than 25% (Dan Miller, unpublished data), so we calibrated separate channel-initialization criteria for areas with slope gradients less than and greater than this value.

The calibrated thresholds for channel initiation varied across eastern Washington; we therefore wrote a program to automate the calibration procedure and use spatially variable threshold values.

Our goal is to delineate channels to the fullest extent resolved by the DEMs, but not to include cells that extend beyond actual channel locations in the traced channel network. A threshold criterion works poorly for this purpose. To include upslope areas with mapped topography indicative of a channel (i.e., aligned crenulations in contour lines) requires such a low drainage-area threshold that many traced channels are initiated on unchannelized hillslopes, leading to a dense network of parallel traced channels ("feathering", Figure 11) that is solely an artifact of the initiation criteria and not reflective of actual channel locations. In addition to a slope-dependent drainage-area threshold, we also used a threshold for convergent topography to preclude channel initiation on unchannelized slopes (as resolved by the DEM). This is similar to use of contour crenulations to map channel extent on topographic maps. As a measure of topographic convergence, we used the area of all eight adjacent cells draining into each cell. This area can vary from zero, for a localized peak, to eight, for a localized pit. To qualify as a channel-initiation point, the slope-dependent drainage area must exceed the specified threshold and the flow path must have traversed a minimum specified length over which topographic convergence exceeded a minimum specified value. We had no a priori basis for setting these length and convergence values, and so used a trial-and-error procedure, seeking the minimum values that precluded initiation of channels on areas of planar topography (see Clarke et al., 2008). Once a channel head is identified, the traced channel may traverse areas inferred on the DEM as planar; it is only the initiation point where convergent topography is required.

Traced channels will miss some actual channels and also include some channels that do not exist on the ground, as shown previously in Figure 6. Channel mapping from aerial photographs and field surveys of all channels in sample basins in the implementation phase of the Forest Hydrology Study will provide more precise channel extents. These data can then be used to refine or redefine these criteria for determining channel extent, and to assess how well channel locations can be determined remotely.
3.3.3 Drainage Enforcement

In areas of low relief, where elevation differences between points are poorly resolved, DEM-determined flow directions are ambiguous. We used limited drainage enforcement, with the state hydrography layer (https://fortress.wa.gov/dnr/servicessa/dataweb/dmmatrix.html #Hydrography), to guide flow directions in these areas. Drainage enforcement is accomplished by numerically incising a swale centered along all channels mapped in the state stream layer; that is, by reducing DEM elevations along the delineated channel locations from a specified maximum depth at the channel decreasing to zero at a specified distance from the channel. These elevation changes are imposed only for determining flow directions, and have no effect on subsequent topographic derivations. If the maximum depth of incision at the center of the swale is set to a small value, less than the centimeter vertical precision of the DEM, then flow directions are affected only in areas depicted as totally flat on the DEM. The deeper the specified depth, the greater is the degree of drainage enforcement imposed on subsequent flow directions. For this project, we used a maximum depth of 1 meter; sufficient to guide channel locations in areas of low relief, but sufficiently low to minimize forcing of channels up adjacent hillsides where the state stream layer does not line up well with the DEM topography.
3.3.4 Delineation of Type N and Type F Channels

For this stage of the project, we use the current channel typing designated in the state hydrography. The Type-N to Type-F transition point identifies the outlet from which each Type-N (headwater) basin is delineated. Although the current stream typing contains many unverified and potentially incorrectly typed streams, it provides a sufficient means of identifying the population of Type N basins available for detailed mapping. As part of the field work for the implementation phase of the Forest Hydrology Study, the indicated F-to-N water-type breaks within the selected basins will be evaluated based on geomorphic criteria (e.g., channel breaks).

To use the state stream types, we needed to match the state hydrography with the DEM-traced channel locations. To do this, we applied a 50-meter buffer to all delineated Type F channels in the state stream layer. From each DEM-traced channel initiation point, we followed each DEM-traced channel downstream. From any point from which the traced channel extended greater than 50 meters through the Type-F buffer, all downstream reaches are designated as Type F channels and all upstream reaches as Type N channels.

3.4 Explanatory Variables

3.4.1 Conceptual Basis

A primary premise of this project is that the ecological functions and flow regime of Type-N streams are determined by a set of quantifiable controlling factors. Conceptually, we categorize these factors into four realms: geology, biology, hydrology, and climate. These are arbitrary distinctions, because multiple interactions, dependencies, and overlaps among these realms are inherent in ecological processes, but conceptually these divisions help us to sort through the complexities inherent in these systems. To characterize those factors that affect channel function listed in Table 1, we expect that information from each of these four realms is required. The focus of the Forest Hydrology Study is on the low-flow regime of channel discharge. At this stage of the channel-classification process, we have specific, spatially distributed information about certain aspects of climate and geology, including aspects of geomorphology. We lack information on hydrology and biology. Hydrologic data, in terms of low-flow regime (perennial, seasonal, discontinuous) from detailed field-based observations, and biologic data, in terms of forest type and riparian-vegetation cover from air-photo mapping and field observations, will be collected in the implementation phase of this project.

In this design phase of the project, based on current understanding of geologic, biologic, and climatic controls on channel hydrology, we must identify the factors that affect low-flow regime and determine to what extent these can be quantified with available data. To do this, we rely on a conceptual model of basin hydrology (see also Palmquist, 2005). Water from rainfall, snow melt, and glacial melt travels along surface and subsurface pathways (Anderson et al., 1997; Winter, 2007). The quantity of water is a function of climate, but is also influenced by the presence of forest cover. Loss of forest cover can reduce evapotranspiration and increase snow accumulation.
Both processes increase available soil water and groundwater recharge, which can consequently increase the quantity of water available for stream flow (Moore and Wondzell, 2005). At a local extent, daytime transpiration from riparian vegetation can lower valley-floor water tables sufficient to affect stream discharge (Bren, 1997; Butler et al., 2007; Gooseff et al., 2008). Flow pathways are functions of surface topography (McGuire et al., 2005) and the spatial distribution of material properties that influence the rate and quantity of water carried by subsurface flow. These properties include the thickness and hydraulic conductivity of rock strata and soils. Bulk hydraulic conductivity is influenced by the extent and interconnectivity of pore space, the extent and orientation of fractures, and the presence of macropores, such as animal burrows. Small-scale features, such as impermeable layers of silt or till, or open fractures in rock, can have a large influence on groundwater flow paths and consequent Type-N channel hydrology.

Water routed through surface and subsurface flow paths to surface channels travels downstream through channel corridors both as surface discharge and as subsurface flow in the hyporheic zone. The quantity of water in hyporheic flow depends on the volume of pore space available in the channel substrate and valley fill; the greater the volume of valley-filling sediment, the greater is the volume of water that can be carried as hyporheic flow (Butturini et al., 2002). Presence of perennial or seasonal flow is thus influenced by the quantity of valley-filling sediment. Downstream changes in sediment volume result in downstream changes in surface and hyporheic discharge. Increases in sediment volume associated with debris fans, or widening valleys, or sediment accumulations upstream of wood jams, can cause streams to go dry as all flow is accommodated in the hyporheic zone (May and Lee, 2004). The volume of sediment depends on valley geometry and on sediment supply and transport processes.

This simple conceptual model of channel hydrology guides our choice of explanatory variables. We seek attributes that characterize the volume of water available, the topography, the substrate, and the volume of valley fill (for hyporheic flow). Of these, only topography can be directly resolved with available data (from the DEM); the others must be inferred from other measurements or interpolated (or extrapolated) from existing but spatially scattered observations (such as precipitation).

Many important controls on channel hydrology cannot be consistently resolved across eastern Washington FFR lands with available data. For example, available mapping of bedrock fracture density, orientation, and permeability is insufficient to characterize a potentially primary control on channel-head locations. However, fracture characteristics may be consistent within a particular rock type and to differ between rock types; a hypothesis supported by observations of differences in channel head locations and headwater flow regime between sandstone and basalt in western Washington (Jaeger et al., 2007). Within the constraints of available data, we seek attributes that relate directly or indirectly to physical controls on Type N channel hydrology. We do not know which of these attributes will prove useful for predicting flow regime, or what level of confidence to expect in these predictions. The building and testing of empirical models in the
implementation phase of the Forest Hydrology Study will determine the degree to which available data can be used to predict low-flow regime.

This conceptual model of forest hydrology can also be used to form hypotheses concerning management influences on Type N channel hydrology. Timber harvest in Type N basins may reduce evapotranspiration, with subsequent increased low-flow discharge. Transient increases in base flow for periods up to a decade following loss of forest cover are well documented in the literature (Pike and Scherer, 2003). Timber harvest may also reduce the volume of in-channel wood (Ralph et al., 1994), with a subsequent reduction of in-channel sediment storage capacity and associated hyporheic flow. Both effects would tend to increase the length of channel with perennial flow. Forest roads may intercept surface and shallow subsurface flow, thereby increasing the rate at which precipitation is routed to stream channels and reducing the volume of water available for summer low flow. An important constraint imposed by available data, however, is our inability to resolve current forest cover, road locations, or channel and riparian-zone alterations (the state roads layer, for example, was deemed by SAGE as too inaccurate and inconsistent for use in this study). These data must, therefore, be collected through air-photo analysis and field surveys during the implementation phase of the Forest Hydrology Study. Management influences, as indicated by mapped forest cover and road networks, can then be evaluated in terms of effects on flow regime.

In collaboration with SAGE, we have identified a set of explanatory variables that are both indicative of the processes that control stream hydrology (and function) and that can be quantified with available GIS data. These variables can be divided between those that integrate spatially distributed quantities to characterize attributes of the contributing area to each 30-m channel reach, the source areas for water, sediment, and organic materials, and those attributes that average quantities over a reach length to characterize the channel environment locally.

3.4.2 Spatially Integrated Variables

- **Drainage Area.** Calculated from DEM-derived flow directions using the $D_\infty$ algorithm (Tarboton, 1997). The drainage area to each DEM cell was delineated and spatially distributed attributes within the drainage area were summed to provide cumulative distributions and a variety of statistics (e.g., mean values).

- **Channel Length.** GIS-based channel flow paths precede from DEM point to point, based on the D8 flow-direction algorithm. Cumulative channel length was estimated as the summed length over all point-to-point channel segments.

- **Proportion of Basin Area in FFR Land.** This variable is not related to any intrinsic property that affects channel processes, but rather was used to identify the set of Type N basins to include in this study.
• **Drainage Density.** Calculated as the cumulative channel length divided by the drainage area. Drainage density is proportional to average slope length and indicative of hydrological processes in the basin.

• **Mean Slope Gradient.** Surface gradient and aspect were calculated for every DEM cell by fitting a polynomial to the associated DEM point and its eight adjacent points (Zevenbergen and Thorne, 1987). The mean is calculated for all cells in the basin.

• **Mean Topographic Plan Curvature.** This value provides a measure of topographic dissection of the basin, and has been found to correlate with channel-head location (Heine et al., 2004).

• **Aspect.** Reported as the proportion of the basin area with northerly, easterly, southerly, and westerly aspects.

• **Mean Annual Precipitation.** Based on 1971-2000 precipitation data interpolated between climate stations with the PRISM model (Daly et al., 2008) at a horizontal resolution of about 800m. These data were downloaded from the PRISM website (http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/) and are the most current data available. PRISM includes orographic and rain-shadow effects of topography in the interpolation scheme, so modeled values vary spatially. For this study, values were spatially averaged to obtain a mean value for each Type N basin.

• **Mean Annual Snow Depth.** Also estimated with the PRISM model and obtained from the Climate Source (http://www.climatesource.com). Values are based on climate data from 1961-1990 and are at a spatial resolution of approximately 2 km.

• **Storm Intensity.** These are from the NOAA Atlas 2 (Miller et al., 1973) (data available at http://www.nws.noaa.gov/oh/hdsc/noaatlas2.htm) for 100-yr recurrence, 24-hr and 6-hr duration storms and 2-yr recurrence, 24-hr and 6-hr duration storms. Intensity is measured in terms of precipitation depth. The NOAA Atlas 2 was published in 1973; storm intensity maps included in the atlas are based on climate data spanning a temporal period from 1897 to 1970, depending on the period of operation of regional climate stations. Maps were originally drawn at a scale of 1:100,000 with an isopluvial contour interval of 0.5 inches. NOAA interpolated the isopluvial values and digitized over a grid of approximately 380-m spacing for distribution of the maps as digital GIS-readable grid files. For this project, grid values are averaged over each Type N basin area. (Although more recent data are available from individual weather stations, this is the only data set for storm intensity that has been interpolated to provide values across the entire study area that we are aware of).

• **Mean Annual Maximum and Minimum Temperature.** From the PRISM website (http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu) based on data from the period 1971-2000. Data grids were at a spatial resolution of 800m.
• **Proportion of Basin Area in Rain-on-Snow Zone.** From the DNR rain-on-snow GIS map (https://fortress.wa.gov/dnr/servicessa/dataweb/dmmatrix.html #Climatology), based on mapping done at a scale of 1:250,000.

• **Rock Type.** Lithologic units from the 1:100,000-scale geologic mapping (https://fortress.wa.gov/dnr/servicessa/dataweb/dmmatrix.html #Geology) were grouped into four general rock types: sedimentary, extrusive igneous, intrusive igneous and metamorphic, and Quaternary glacial, alluvial, colluvial, and mass-wasting deposits. The proportion of area in each rock type is reported for each Type N basin. Specific rock and geologic attributes, such as fracture density, fracture orientation, and saturated hydraulic conductivity, could potentially provide more specific information pertinent to groundwater flow that would better predict hydrologic regime than generic rock-type categories. However, such information is not consistently available across eastern Washington FFR lands.

• **Soil Properties.** The most consistent digital soils data are those provided by the Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database (http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov, also see Bandaragoda, attached report). These data cover most of eastern Washington FFR lands, but the data set is still being assembled and not all attributes are available. We use soil depth and an estimate of average saturated hydraulic conductivity (Bandaragoda, attached report), averaged over each Type N basin area.

• **Proportion in Wetlands.** Wetland locations were taken from the fpwetlands GIS data layer (https://fortress.wa.gov/dnr/servicessa/dataweb/dmmatrix.html #Forest%20Practices).

Two additional spatially integrated variables will be calculated from data collected from digitized mapping on aerial photographs during the implementation phase:

• **Proportion of area in forest cover.** The proportion of contributing area with forest cover will be used to assess relationships between flow regime for each reach and the extent of forest cover in the contributing area to the reach. The literature provides no quantitative guidance to relate extent of forest cover to base flow. To provide data to seek such relationships, each mapped Type-N basin will be mapped in terms of forested and unforested areas, with forested areas divided into four canopy-cover classes. Canopy cover is related to stand age and associated hydrologic effects and can be estimated and mapped into distinct classes on aerial photographs. The proportion of contributing area in each cover class (unforested, 0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75%, and 75-100% canopy cover) will be calculated for each reach.

• **Road density.** Road networks mapped from the orthophotos will be used to calculate road density for the contributing area to each reach.
3.4.3 Reach Based Variables

- **Channel Gradient.** Channel gradient was estimated for each DEM channel cell by fitting a 2nd-order polynomial to all channel cell elevations over a centered window of specified length. The length of the window varies with channel gradient, using a longer distance (up to 1000 meters) for low-gradient channels (< 1%) and varying linearly to shorter distances (300 meters) for high-gradient channels (> 20%). This algorithm works well and generally matches channel gradients determined by measuring channel length along blue-line channels between contour lines on the 1:24,000-scale maps that the DEMs were derived from. The degree to which DEM-determined gradients match field-measured gradients tends to vary from region to region (Neeson et al., 2008). The variability may reflect differences in channel topography not resolved in the topographic maps. For example, if channel relief occurs primarily in short, steep steps interspersed with longer, lower-gradient reaches, the field-measured gradient is likely to be less than the DEM measured gradient because the two methods are measuring gradient over different length scales.

- **Valley width.** Valley width was estimated by summing the area draining to each reach within a certain elevation of the channel and dividing this area by reach length. Elevation differences are measured along flow lines. We use an elevation difference of 5 bank-full channel depths, with bank-full depth based on regional regressions to drainage area (Castro and Jackson, 2001). This regression will be refined as field data become available.

- **Downslope Change in Channel Gradient and Valley Width.** Average gradient and valley width were calculated for every reach; reach-to-reach changes in gradient and valley width can reflect changes in sediment transport process (e.g., debris flow to fluvial) and indicate where reductions in transport potential, and consequent sediment deposition, are likely to occur. Downstream reductions in gradient and increases in valley width are indicative of depositional zones and identify areas with greater alluvial fill.

- **Flow Distance to Drainage Divide.** In the pilot study (Palmquist, 2005), distance to the drainage divide (based on a line traced perpendicular to contour lines on 1:24,000-scale USGS topographic maps from the up-slope-most point of perennial flow to the divide) proved a relatively good indicator of channel-head location, and distance from the channel head proved a potential candidate for identifying potential Ns/Np transition points. There are multiple flow paths from which to determine distance to the divide; as a starting point we calculated the minimum, maximum, and average flow distance to the divide for the upstream point of each reach.

- **Travel Time from Drainage Divide.** Slope gradient is also an important control on surface and subsurface flow rates. For example, for shallow subsurface flow roughly parallel to the ground surface, discharge $q$ is calculated as $q = T_s \sin \theta$, where $T_s$ is soil transmissivity (saturated hydraulic conductivity Ksat integrated over soil depth) and $\theta$ is ground-surface slope (measured from horizontal). This gives a Darcy velocity proportional to $1/\sin \theta$, a travel
time proportional to $L/\sin \theta$, where $L$ is the travel distance. We calculate two relative indices of travel time from the divide:

$$T = \Sigma (L_i/\sin \theta_i) \quad (1)$$

where $L_i$ is the slope distance through the $i^{th}$ cell, $q_i$ is the slope of the $i^{th}$ cell, and the sum is over all DEM cells along the travel path, and

$$T_R = L_R/\sin \theta_R \quad (2)$$

where $LR$ is the straight-line distance from the divide to the stream reach (i.e., $L_R = (X^2 + Y^2)^{1/2}$ where $X$ is the horizontal distance and $Y$ is the elevation difference) and $\theta_R$ is the slope of that straight line (i.e., $\sin \theta_R = Y/L_R$).

- Riparian stand type, based on aerial photograph interpretation (using the four canopy cover classes specified above) and on field surveys (required observations are specified in Section 4.3.2).

The spatially integrated variables are calculated for every delineated Type N basin. To preclude inclusion of very small DEM-delineated basins, which may not actually contain any channels, we preclude basins less than 100 hectares (247 acres). To include only basins containing FFR lands, we remove those with less than 50% of area in FFR lands and less than 75% forested (based on CMER-provided land cover classification). The remaining basins compose the population of Type N channels to be classified, that is, the sample frame. Note that the SAMPLE software allows a different set of threshold criteria to be used to define the sample frame; for example, a different minimum proportion in FFR lands can be specified. We now select a subset of these basins for detailed analysis.

### 3.5 10-m DEMs versus LiDAR DEMs

This discussion is prompted by review comments to an earlier draft of this report. Several reviewers asked if the 10-m DEMs are adequate to accomplish the objectives of the study, particularly given the perceived poor accuracy of the habitat model (Conrad et al., 2003) for site-level evaluations (Cupp, 2005).

#### 3.5.1 Limitations and advantages of the 10-m DEMs.

These digital elevation models (DEMs) were created by the US Geological Survey using interpolation of elevations from contour lines on the 1:24,000-scale USGS topographic maps (see [http://rockyweb.cr.usgs.gov/nmpstds/demstds.html](http://rockyweb.cr.usgs.gov/nmpstds/demstds.html)). These data can resolve no more than what is resolved on the original maps, which do not resolve many headwater streams or small drainage divides. Hence, stream networks derived from these data will miss potential channel
courses and will in some cases indicate channels where none exist (Cupp, 2005; Heine et al., 2004; Mouton, 2005). Moreover, the ability of these maps to resolve headwater streams can vary from quadrangle to quadrangle (Clarke et al., 2008). Contour lines were originally traced from stereo photo pairs. Resolution of fine-scale topographic features differs between forested and unforested (e.g., recently clearcut or burned) areas on the photos. Likewise, different photo-interpreters tended to differ in the degree to which they traced fine-scale topographic crenulations, which can result in substantial differences in the spatial density of headwater channels traced from different (even adjacent) quadrangles.

Uncertainties associated with limitations on resolution of topographic features in these data can be quantified in terms of observed differences obtained from different measurement techniques, e.g., DEM-traced channel locations versus field GPS points (Colson et al., 2006), or DEM-traced channel length versus channel lengths traced on digital orthophotos (Heine et al., 2004). In the context of this study, these limitations will affect the level of certainty in identification of channel locations and channel hydrologic regime. For individual survey reaches, the magnitude of these uncertainties will vary with position on the landscape and will be substantial. Colson et al. (2006), for example, found that blue-line streams on the USGS topographic maps for headwater streams in North Carolina were within 10-m of field-surveyed stream locations in only 5 – 17% of the observed cases. For our use, however, precise location of stream channels may be of lesser importance than precise determination of channel length and associated landforms. Heine et al. (2004), for example, found that stream lengths traced from the USGS 10-m DEMs in central Kansas (counting both missed streams and traced streams that didn't actually exist) were 87% accurate.

This difference in estimated accuracy between these two studies illustrates the scale dependence of measurement accuracy. If the goal is to obtain high (e.g., 90% correct predictions) at an individual reach scale, it cannot be done with these data; if the goal is to correctly predict the length of different stream types within a basin, we have the potential for high accuracy. We think that such predictions can be used to accomplish the objectives of the Forest Hydrology Study. This is particularly true if one of the objectives is to make predictions of flow regime for FFR lands over all of eastern Washington State, because there are no other topographic data at this regional extent.

The study is designed to use the 10-m DEMs to estimate a variety of topographic attributes that we think might affect flow regime. We propose a list of attributes that is substantially larger than that examined in any of the previous studies that we are aware of (e.g., Heine et al., 2004; McCleary and Hassan, 2008; Palmquist, 2005). This list was based on both the physical attributes that were identified in numerous SAGE meetings as potentially important controls on flow regime and on the availability of consistent and usable data over the entire study area. For some of these (e.g., flow length, subsurface flow travel time), we developed new algorithms and implement them in computer code. We don't know how or if this expanded list of explanatory variables will improve predictive power, but because a greater number of potential controlling
factors are represented by variables in this list (as opposed to that used in Palmquist, 2005, for example), we expect to obtain better predictive power than found in previous studies.

It is also important to note that the dependent variables to be predicted by this study (section 1.3.1) include attributes different than those addressed in previous studies. At the finest grain of analysis, we suggest that logistic regression be used to predict probable flow regime for every DEM-traced reach. This grain of analysis is similar to that of previous studies (Conrad et al., 2003; Fransen et al., 2006; Palmquist, 2005) and resulting model predictions can be tested with field observations (e.g., Cupp, 2005; Terrapin Environmental, 2004). However, once these reach-scale models are assembled, they can then be aggregated to predict coarser-grained attributes that provide other types of information and can also be evaluated against field observations. For example, the models can be used to predict the upstream length of perennial stream flow contiguous from the Type F-to-N transition. These types of predictions will exhibit higher levels of confidence than the reach-based predictions; such types of predictions have not been evaluated in previous studies.

3.5.2 Limitations and advantages of LiDAR-derived DEMs

LiDAR data provide digital elevation data of much higher resolution (e.g., 1-m horizontal spacing) and vertical accuracy than the currently available 10-m DEMs (Hodgson and Bresnahan, 2004), and channel networks derived from these data are considerably more accurate than those obtained from the 10-m DEMs (Mouton, 2005; Murphy et al., 2008). Data accuracy is variable, depending on ground surface slope, vegetation cover, and the altitude of the instrument during data acquisition (Hodgson et al., 2005), but is still consistently better than that currently available. Regression models based on comparison of photo-mapped and field surveyed measurements to topographic attributes obtained from LiDAR DEMs would undoubtedly provide greater confidence than regressions to topographic attributes derived from the USGS 10-m DEMs. LiDAR data still contain errors and uncertainties, but they are smaller than those contained in the 10-m DEMs. The primary obstacle to use of LiDAR is lack of data. The state currently has no program for LiDAR data collection in eastern Washington (Jeff Grizzel, personal communication).

Because characterization of flow regime over all FFR lands in Eastern Washington is one of the study objectives, the study design is based on currently available data. However, in comparison to field surveys, LiDAR may be a cost-effective method of high-resolution data collection. This would depend on the amount of information that could be obtained from LiDAR in conditions found in the study area. In part, this would depend on the data resolution provided by the LiDAR contractor – which depends on the altitude of the instrument and the time of year data are collected. Higher data resolution will impose greater costs. If LiDAR can provide highly accurate estimates of topographic attributes that are strongly correlated with flow regime, then LiDAR could supplement or even replace field surveys for some portion of the sample basins, which could result in cost reductions. LiDAR would also provide information on forest stand
characteristics. Nevertheless, field surveys over a representative set of sample basins would first be required to evaluate the LiDAR data.

3.6 Stratified Random Sample

3.6.1 Sample Selection

FFR lands across eastern Washington span a large range of geomorphic, geologic, and climatic conditions. GIS delineation and characterization of the Type N basins traced from the 10-m DEMs provide a measure of this range. Each delineated basin is a candidate for detailed mapping and field surveys of the Type N channels within it, from which statistics describing the conditions associated with different flow regimes will be obtained.

We provide two computer programs based on the concepts and equations presented in this section: SAMPLE, used to define the sample frame and select an initial stratified, random sample of basins, and RESAMPLE, used to replace or add basins to an existing set of sample basins to maintain the distribution of characteristics among strata as that in the initial sample. SAMPLE will be used during the implementation phase of the project to select specific basins for photo mapping and field surveys. We expect that some of the basins in the initial survey will prove inaccessible or inappropriate, or that the initial sample size may prove too small, so RESAMPLE provides capabilities to replace basins or add to the initial sample.

To minimize bias in the selected basins, we use a random sample stratified by two variables: mean annual precipitation, as suggested by Palmquist (2005), and rock type, based on work by Jaeger et al. (2007). We expect that these two variables impose the primary controls on flow regime (from our list of candidate explanatory variables). All climatic variables correlate with mean annual precipitation (look ahead to Figure 15).

Stratification serves two purposes (Cochran, 1977).

1) To ensure that all subpopulations, even those with relatively few basins, are included in our sample. For example, the number of basins lying predominately in sedimentary rocks is relatively small compared to the number in other rock types (Figure 3). We want to make sure that the randomly selected basins include channels in sedimentary rock types.

2) The relationships between explanatory variables and flow regime may vary among the sampling strata. For example, we may find that the average drainage area to first perennial flow tends to differ between basins in sedimentary and volcanic rock types (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2007). We would therefore want to analyze these subpopulations separately.

There are three options for setting the number of samples to include in each strata:

1) Proportional to the size of the stratum; if strata are divided equally across the range of variable values, samples are distributed equally across all strata. We assume equally sized strata for the remainder of this discussion.
2) Proportional to the number of basins in each strata.

3) Proportional to the area of basins in each strata.

The choice depends on the intended use of the final statistical models. Sampling equally across all strata provides the best resolution of correlations between explanatory variables and flow regime across the entire range of conditions, with nearly uniform confidence in statistics for each stratum. Sampling proportionally to the number of basins or area in each strata provides the best overall resolution of relationships for our sample frame, but with a level of confidence that varies among strata, being greater for strata with many samples and less in strata with few. A proportional sample provides the best overall confidence for predicting channel conditions over our sample frame, and may be the preferred choice if the model is to be used solely for FFR lands (as represented by our sample frame). If the model may be used for other areas, or if there are concerns about the accuracy of the DEM data used to stratify our sample, then equally distributing samples across all strata provides the greatest overall confidence across all encountered conditions.

The distribution of samples across strata may be expressed either in terms of the number of basins in each stratum, or of the cumulative area of basins in each stratum. The SAMPLE and RESAMPLE programs are written to determine the distribution of basins across strata in terms of number, not area. If cumulative area were used to determine the distribution, the selected basins may not represent the size distribution of basins among strata. Some strata may be dominated by the random choice of a particularly large basin. Populating strata by basin numbers, rather than cumulative area, should produce a set of basins sizes representative of that in the sample frame. This is important because basin size influences the contributing area, and associated stream processes, at the Type-N-to-F transition point.

The algorithm used to choose basins from the sample frame takes two steps. First is choice of stratum for each variable over which the sample is stratified. Each stratum has a probability of being selected. To fill strata in our sample equally, the probability is equal across all strata:

$$P_i = Pe_i = 1/N,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $P_i$ is the probability of choosing the $i^{th}$ stratum, $Pe_i$ indicates equal probability across all strata, and $N$ is the number of strata. To fill strata proportional to our sample frame, the probability is equal to the proportion of basin in the sample frame occupying that stratum:

$$P_i = Pp_i = n_i/N,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $Pp_i$ indicates proportional probability across strata, and $n_i$ is the number of basins in the sample frame in the $i^{th}$ stratum. A random number between zero and one determines the choice
of strata, so strata with higher probabilities receive a higher proportion of the selected samples. The second step is to choose a basin randomly from those in the selected stratum.

When using a proportional sample, it may happen that no basins are chosen from poorly-populated strata. We can avoid this by defining an intermediate sampling strategy:

\[ P_i = wPp_i + (1-w)Pe_i, \]

(5)

where \( w \) is a weighting term. If \( w = 0 \), \( P_i = Pe_i \) (equal probability across all strata); if \( w = 1 \), \( P_i = Pp_i \) (probability proportional to number of basins from sample frame in strata). By setting \( w \) between zero and one, we define a probability for each strata intermediate between selecting equally among strata and selecting proportional to the number of basins in each stratum. This choice retains some proportionality between the distribution of basins among strata between our sample frame and our chosen basins, but can also ensure that our sample includes basins in every stratum.

### 3.6.2 Sample Size

The sample frame consists of a set of Type-N basins and the stream-channels they contain. The number of basins and the length of Type-N channel surveys needed to obtain an acceptable level of confidence in the models derived depend on the degree of variability encountered in field surveys. The Type N Stream Demarcation Study, Phase 1: Pilot Results (Palmquist, 2005) found, using distance from the highest observed perennial water to the drainage divide, that 26 samples per strata (using three mean-annual-precipitation classes) are required to estimate mean distance-to-the-divide with a precision of 5%. Stratification over three precipitation classes and four rock types gives 12 strata. If each stratum requires 26 samples, that gives a total required sample size of 312 surveyed points for highest-observed perennial flow. Each sample basin will provide at least one, and in most cases more, Type N channels from which to obtain a measurement.

In addition to the point of highest-observed surface water, we are also interested in characterizing flow regime for every point along every channel. The number of factors likely to influence flow regime along the channel is probably greater than the number of factors that determine the location of highest perennial flow, so we expect additional sources of variability. Conversely, because we can stratify the sample by several attributes (e.g., mean annual precipitation and rock type), we may find that variance within each stratum is relatively small and that a smaller sample size is needed. We also anticipate the use of multivariable or multinomial models, which may also account for some sources of variance and reduce the required sample size. These issues can be resolved only after field-survey data are available for analysis, so for now we continue to use sample variability observed by Palmquist (2005) as our guide and specify that a sufficient number of Type-N basins to provide 300 Type-N channels, each of which provides multiple reach measures and one measure of upper-most surface water, as the best estimate of the required sample size. The number of such channels obtained from any
random selection of basins is included in the output from the SAMPLE and RESAMPLE programs.

### 3.7 Temporal Characteristics

The first objective for the Forest Hydrology Study is to "Determine the spatial and temporal characteristics of surface water discharge in Type N streams across eastern Washington FFR lands." We have described methods for examining spatial characteristics, but not temporal characteristics. Two time scales are of interest: within-year variations in the extent of surface discharge and year-to-year variations in the extent of perennial flow.

To obtain a sample of sufficient size for statistically significant inferences, repeated field surveys provide the most cost-effective strategy: we expect the costs involved to install and maintain sufficient in-stream instrumentation to monitor surface flow across eastern Washington FFR lands would be prohibitive. Observations of seasonal variations require repeated field observations over the course of a single summer; observations of year-to-year variations require repeated observations in multiple years. Repeat surveys need not record all the measurements required for the initial survey, but rather may focus solely on observations of surface discharge.

We expect that spatially distributed factors exert important controls on temporal characteristics. For example, Jeager et al. (2007) found consistent differences in the seasonal-migration distance for surface-flow initiation between streams underlain by sandstone and basalt. Design of a sampling protocol to assess temporal variability would therefore benefit from prior analysis of spatial controls on stream base-flow regime. The initial sample and analysis will identify appropriate strata for subsequent resampling to resolve temporal variability. For this reason, after discussion with SAGE, it was decided to postpone design of the resurvey sampling scheme to during and after data collection and analysis during the implementation phase of this project.

### 3.8 GIS Analysis Results

#### 3.8.1 Delineated Type N Basins

Analyses were performed for all portions of eastern Washington containing FFR lands. Over 120,000 Type N basins were delineated using the protocol described above. To define the sampling frame, this population can be filtered by basin area, traced channel length, proportion of area in forested lands, and proportion of area in FFR lands. These are included as inputs to the SAMPLE computer program written for this project. The total population of delineated basins and an example sample frame are shown in Figure 12. The frequency distribution of basin area and traced channel length for all Type N basins with greater-than-zero area in FFR lands is shown in Figure 13. This reflects the total population from which the sample frame may be defined.
For this example, threshold values used to define the sample frame were: area > 0.1 km², channel length > 500m, proportion FFR lands > 20%, sample size = 300.

We have no a priori basis for setting the threshold values of basin area, channel length, proportion of forested land, and proportion of FFR lands used to define the sample frame. Figure 13 shows the cumulative distributions for basin area and channel length for Type N basins containing any FFR lands. (Scatter plot C in Figure 13 also shows that these two variables are highly correlated, so the threshold is effectively set by either of the two). We want to ensure that steep, debris-flow-prone Type N channels are included in our sample frame. Scatter plot D in Figure 13 shows that steep basins are well distributed over all total basin channel lengths (and thereby, basin areas), so filtering small basins is unlikely to bias our sample to non-debris-flow-prone basins, and can allow the field effort to focus more efficiently on larger basins. The area threshold used for examples in this report, 0.1 square kilometers (247 acres), extends well into the realm of debris-flow-incised channels (Stock and Dietrich, 2003). Another concern with small delineated basins is that, if our channel delineation criteria tend to overestimate channel extent and trace channels where none actually exist, many of the small DEM-traced basins may actually contain no channels.
Figure 13. Area, channel length, and gradient relationships.
Cumulative distribution for A) basins size and B) traced channel length for all Type N basins with greater than zero FFR lands, and scatter plots of C) channel length versus basin area and D) mean basin gradient versus total channel length.

3.8.2 Sample Stratification
Spatially integrated variable values are calculated for all of the delineated Type N basins. The distribution of values associated with the sample frame defines the range of attribute values from which a representative sample is required. Stratification may be done over any set of explanatory variables and the SAMPLE program will accept any specified set of variables to use for stratification with any specified number of strata for each variable. In Figure 14 below, the distribution of values for mean annual precipitation and predominant rock type are shown.
Figure 14. Distribution of rock types and mean-annual precipitation from a stratified probability sample of 100 Type-N basins. Rock types: 1 = sedimentary, 2 = volcanic, 3 = intrusive (igneous), 4 = Quaternary deposits. Mean annual precipitation had three strata equally dividing the range (260-1110mm, 1111-1955mm, 1956-2799mm). The value w refers to the proportional weighting applied in determining the probability of selecting a basin in each strata: a value of zero indicates an equal probability for each stratum, a value of one indicates a probability proportional to the number of basins in each strata. An equal probability for each stratum was applied for rock type and a weighting between the equal and proportional probabilities was used for precipitation.

We stratify over the four delineated rock types because Jeager et al. (2007) found differences in spatial and temporal patterns of flow regime between basins underlain by basalt and sandstone. Bedrock fractures can play an important role in directing shallow groundwater flow (Montgomery and Dietrich, 2002). Systematic differences in the extent and pattern of fracturing and porosity between rock types may lead to systematic differences in groundwater flow and associated hydrologic processes. We delineated rock type in terms of the geologic processes of formation. Of the attributes associated with each rock unit in the state 1:100,000-scale geologic mapping, we consider this to be the best indicator of rock physical properties. Our delineated rock types (based on unit names) closely match the categories of rock consolidation (Field Lith2) for lithologic units in the tabular data accompanying the state GIS geology data (http://www.dnr.wa.gov/ResearchScience/Topics/GeologyPublicationsLibrary/Pages/pub_ofr05-3.aspx).

We stratify over three precipitation classes in response to results presented by Palmquist (2005). The distribution of mean annual precipitation is strongly left skewed (Figure 2 and 14), and we want to ensure sampling across the full range of values. The choice of three strata, rather than two or four, say, is a compromise to ensure that basins with high mean-annual precipitation (of which there are very few) are included in the sample frame, but not overly represented under an equal probability sample. Other climatic data tend to correlate with mean annual precipitation (Figure 15), which results in effective stratification of these variables as well.

As described previously, the number of samples per stratum may be set to provide a sample set representative either of the range of values or of the distribution of values exhibited by the basins in the sample frame. This is illustrated in Figure 16. To obtain a sample set representative of the range of values, we have an approximately equal number of samples per stratum (to the extent feasible; some strata may have very few or no samples). To obtain a sample set representative of
the distribution of values found in the sample frame, we have the number of samples per stratum proportional to the number of basins from the sample frame in that stratum.

Members of SAGE have expressed concern that the sample frame, if it is limited to FFR lands (which include less than one third of forested lands in eastern Washington, Figure 1), is not representative of all eastern Washington forested lands. If the sample frame is limited to basins containing FFR lands, one approach for addressing this concern is to populate all strata equally in sample selection, rather than proportional to the number of basins from the sample frame in each strata, which will provide the most widely applicable model. However, because there are very few basins with high precipitation values (Figure 14), this will also result in poor geographical distribution of the sample basins. As a compromise, we use equally populated strata for rock type and weighted probability, Equation (3) with \( w = 0.5 \), for mean annual precipitation, as used in Figure 14.
Figure 15. Climate variables versus mean-annual precipitation for the sample frame of Type N basins.
Members of SAGE have also expressed concern that a sample frame limited solely to FFR lands may not include areas with little or no management history. To identify management effects on flow regime, and on stream function, will require samples spanning a range of management intensity, including basins with little management history. The extent of management for each sample basin, as gauged by forest-cover types and road density, will not be determined until completion of mapping from aerial photographs during implementation of the study, so it is not possible now to evaluate the range of management intensities included in a chosen sample. Inclusion of federal lands in the sample frame may provide sample basins with little management history. Currently, scoping for the Forest Hydrology Study (RFP08-146) specifies that the study address conditions on FFR lands, which excludes basins lying solely on federal lands from the sample frame. However, the SAMPLE program can also define a sample frame that includes basins with no FFR lands. It is feasible to define a sample frame for all forested lands without regard to ownership or management, and then to populate strata to match the distribution of basin characteristics obtained solely with FFR lands; i.e., to include basins with no FFR lands in the sample while maintaining the distribution of basin characteristics representative of FFR lands. As a hypothetical example, if FFR lands contain no high-elevation alpine areas, it is not necessary to include such basins in the sample. (Such capability has not been implemented in the SAMPLE program, but is feasible). In any case, the range of management intensities in the selected basins will need to be evaluated during study implementation. If the sample is biased, the sample size may need to be increased until a complete range of management intensities is obtained.

Figure 16. Equal and proportional probability of selecting basins from each stratum. Here with five strata over channel density. Channel density is used here solely for illustrative purposes.
3.8.3 Sample Basins

Basins are selected randomly, but with a probability of being selected based on the proportion of the total number of samples specified for each stratum. The random number generator used by the SAMPLE program requires an initializing “seed” value, specified in a user-edited input file. For a given seed value, a given number of samples, given strata and weighting, and given threshold values for basin area, channel length, and proportion of FFR lands, the program will return the same set of basins every time it is run. If any of these values are changed, it returns a different set of basins. An example set of sample basins is shown in Figure 12. The distribution for selected other attribute values are shown in Figure 17.

![Figure 17. Distribution of several explanatory variables from the sample frame and for 100 sample basins.](image)

3.9 Products to accompany this report (contact Dan Miller to obtain the data)

- A data set (polygon coverage containing approximately 120,000 polygons) of all DEM-delineated Type N basins within areas containing FFR lands and attributes for each.

- A program (SAMPLE) for obtaining a randomly chosen stratified sample from the population of Type N basins represented by the polygon coverage.

- A program (RESAMPLE) for replacing or adding to basins in a sample while maintaining a stratified, equal-probability sample.
• A line coverage for DEM traced channels, with reaches defined and attribute values assigned. These attributes are intended to serve as explanatory variables in models to be calibrated and evaluated with field data.

4 REQUIREMENTS FOR PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Use of Products from the Forest Hydrology Study

How will data and models from the Forest Hydrology Study ultimately be used? This question should guide decisions in devising methods of data collection, data analysis, and model design. These uses, for example, determine the resolution, precision, and accuracy that will be required. Specific uses for study results are not specified in RFP08-146; however the goal of the project (from Section 1.1) provides guidance:

"The eastern Washington Type N stream research program, including this study, means to improve our knowledge of the character, distribution, and function of these streams in order to help stakeholders agree on appropriate forest practice rules for these stream channels."

What level of resolution, precision, and accuracy are required to "improve knowledge" to "help stakeholders agree on appropriate forest practice rules"? Experience suggests that no level is sufficient to get all stakeholders to agree; this is a consequence of dealing with a stochastic natural system, which exhibits inherent uncertainty that no level of accuracy and precision can remove, and with diverse stakeholders with sometimes opposing goals in managing this system. For such a case, it is useful to provide data and models that predict attributes of the system (e.g., flow regime) and that describe the nature and level of uncertainty in this system. The attributes predicted and the nature of the associated uncertainty depends on the application. We list below four examples.

On-the-ground, site evaluations for determination of stream type and function. Consistent with the scope defined for the Forest Hydrology study, we do not seek a detailed list of observations required to unambiguously define flow regime at the site scale. Rather, we have sought observations that can be collected quickly and over large extents to provide a coarse-grained picture of surface-water discharge characteristics across the geographic extent of eastern Washington FFR lands. Applicable, detailed, site-specific methods have been developed in other studies (Fritz et al., 2006; Topping et al., 2009).

Even if the current state of flow can be unambiguously determined during a site visit, however, uncertainty about temporal variability and stream function will persist. The eastern Washington research program should help to reduce and characterize this uncertainty, but several aspects of the natural system limit the degree to which field interpretations can increase confidence:
a. Factors controlling processes of water, sediment, and organic material supply and transport are distributed spatially and temporally and many of these controlling factors are not readily apparent at the scale of observation provided by field observations.

b. There are numerous confounding factors, so that even high-resolution, highly accurate field measurements may be inadequate to accurately assess the full suite of functions provided by the stream or to anticipate the effects of management actions, or natural disturbances, on the associated processes.

c. The effects of management actions may depend on the specific sequence of weather events that occur in the subsequent years.

d. For any specific site, the supply and transport of water, sediment, and organic material from headwater areas to fish-bearing streams occurs over a potentially large range of rates and magnitudes (Benda et al., 1998). This range, and the implications for stream function, may not be readily determined from on-site observations. Certain landforms (e.g., debris and alluvial fans, as discussed in Benda et al., 2003) and stratigraphic relationships can provide clues indicating how infrequent, large-magnitude processes affect channels, but there are no clear, objective criteria for making and interpreting such observations.

These points lead to inference that ground-based observations are inadequate to completely characterize any particular site. Rather, site evaluations require observations spanning a range of spatial scales (ground surveys, air photo mapping, DEM and GIS analyses) to identify controlling factors spanning spatial extents not easily accessed on the ground. We also infer that uncertainty is an inherent aspect of these evaluations. To characterize that uncertainty requires observations from a large number of similar sites, with "similarity" also characterized over a range of spatial extents. This study design uses a multi-scale approach and provides a data structure that can be used for the needed DEM and GIS analysis and that provides the ability to identify sites (Type-N basins, channel networks, or individual reaches) with similar controls on flow regime (in terms of the explanatory variables identified). Note that this application differs from attempts to predict stream type based solely on DEM analyses, as done with the habitat typing model (Conrad et al., 2003); rather, the data and models developed from the Eastside Forest Hydrology and subsequent studies provide a suite of tools, which include on-the-ground surveys, for site evaluation. These data and these models aid in interpretation of ground surveys and in determination of the uncertainty inherent in these interpretations.

Evaluation of the habitat model (Cupp, 2005; Terrapin Environmental, 2004) indicates often poor resolution of channel locations provided by the 10-m DEMs, suggesting that the 10-m data are inappropriate for site evaluations. This limitation must be recognized, but an essential component of data analysis, in addition to quantifying uncertainty, is to determine what useful information can be extracted from the data. We expect that inclusion of information based on
the explanatory variables identified in this study design, derived from available data, can improve site-level interpretations of stream type and of the uncertainty in those interpretations.

2) **Office-based site evaluations.** Conrad et al (2003) provide a concise description of the requirements for a GIS-based stream classification in the initial report describing the habitat model:

   Ideally, the (stream) classification system would:
   
a) Include a spatially explicit framework to communicate, incorporate, and archive stream classification information,
b) Be sufficiently accurate to ensure that protection is applied where it will provide benefits to fish and their habitats as intended,
c) Not be excessively over or under-inclusive which could subject landowners to unnecessary economic hardship or fail to provide protection to public resources,
d) Allow water bodies to be classified rapidly across large areas to facilitate accurate, efficient, and uniform application of the forest practices regulations,
e) Be capable of classifying all waters of the state governed by the regulations.

The methodology, data, and data-base structure proposed for the Forest Hydrology Study addresses items a and e, and provides for rapid classification of water bodies, as specified in d. Items b, c, and the last part of d depend on the uncertainty in resulting models and data interpretations: an uncertainty that needs to be quantified as part of the model output and be included in the channel classification system. This uncertainty must then become a factor in management decisions. The model results give the land owner and forester doing unit layout some idea of what they are likely to encounter, and provides regulatory agencies information in determining what level of guidance and expertise are required for delineating stream types. It may be that the level of confidence obtainable from the 10-m DEMs would render office-based site evaluations of little value, as is apparently the case with the habitat model, but this remains to be determined. Higher-resolution DEMs would provide greater confidence, but given the factors discussed above concerning field-based evaluations, the stochastic nature of these stream systems will always result in some level of uncertainty.

3) **Office-based regional evaluations.** Such evaluations are useful for large-scale planning and preliminary screening, as the GIS-based model slpstab is currently used by Washington Department of Natural Resources in identification of potential unstable slopes ([http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_data_slpstab_meta.html](http://www.dnr.wa.gov/Publications/fp_data_slpstab_meta.html)). The data-base structure defined for the Forest Hydrology Study can be used to aggregate predictions to regional scales and to summarize predictions in a variety of ways. These capabilities will allow for delineation of regional flow regimes resolved by the data and for identification of the factors governing these regional regimes. These capabilities will be useful for sample selection in future studies (e.g., in locating repeat surveys for assessing temporal variability).
4) **Improve knowledge of the character, distribution, and function of these streams in order to help stakeholders agree on appropriate forest practice rules.** What data are required to improve knowledge? The controls on stream function, and the functions these streams serve, operate over a large range of spatial and temporal scales. To improve knowledge of these systems it is necessary, therefore, that data are collected and analyses performed over the entire range of applicable scales. (We are limited in the range of temporal scales we can observe, for which a large sample set provides a "space-for-time" substitution.) Comparison of data collected from field surveys, air-photo mapping, DEM analysis, and GIS data (climate, soils, geology) spans these scales. The resolution and accuracy of data at each scale affects confidence in regression results, and we will not know the magnitude of these effects until the analyses are performed. Previous studies do not provide much guidance, because none have performed analyses over the range of scales (reach level to regional) addressed by the three types of applications described above.

We expect that analyses at large extents will reveal patterns that are not apparent at finer-scales. Large uncertainty at the reach scale does not necessarily imply inability to resolve useful and informative patterns at larger scales. For example, analyses from the Forest Hydrology Study, using the 10-m DEMs, may be able to identify headwater (Type-N) basins with high probability of having no contiguous year-long surface flow for more than some specified distance (e.g., 500 m) from the inferred Type F-to-N transition point. The location and abundance of such basins have great implications for the functions that Type-N streams provide in specific watersheds, and the ability to identify such patterns improves knowledge of these systems. Knowledge of the degree of spatial variability, over a range of scales, and of the confidence provided by each type of analysis (on-the-ground surveys, office-based site evaluations, regional) provides stakeholders with information about the obtainable degree of accuracy and the effort required to obtain it.

An important aspect of the character of these streams is the stochastic nature of the processes that drive and control stream function. Quantification of these processes must include measurements of uncertainty, which requires large sample sizes. This aspect of the system also renders uncertainty scale dependent (Benda et al., 1998); integration of measurements over larger areas provides greater certainty in model predictions. For many sites, stream typing at the reach scale will always involve large uncertainty, no matter how good our data. Those using such data and models must recognize and account for this uncertainty.

### 4.2 Objectives for data collection

Detailed aerial photograph and field mapping provide information for several tasks:

- These data will be used to identify physical controls on flow regime.
- These data will be used to assess accuracy of GIS determined attributes (channel locations, channel extent, channel gradient).
• These data provide detailed observations with which to build statistical models that relate the GIS-determined explanatory variables listed previously to flow regime and, ultimately, to channel function.

• Currently, we have no data to assess management influences on flow regime. (The state roads GIS layer was rejected for use with this project because of inconsistent accuracy and completeness across the study area). Data to characterize management history will come from mapping of forest cover and roads on aerial photography for the basins selected for detailed analyses. This will provide additional explanatory variables to be evaluated with statistical tests.

• These three data sources, area-wide GIS data, aerial photograph mapping, and field surveys, span a hierarchy of spatial scales, each of which is needed for characterization of the geomorphic and ecological processes that determine the geomorphic and ecological functions provided by Type N streams. By collecting data at these three scales, and linking each in subsequent data analyses, we hope to improve our conceptual understanding of stream function. Data at all three scales are needed to build an operational channel classification system, because the processes that determine stream function operate and interact over this entire range.

The GIS-determined variables provide measures of basin and channel attributes based on remotely sensed data at an approximate scale of 1:24,000. A basic premise of this work is that measures made at this scale provide information about finer-scale details, such as flow regime, that cannot be directly resolved from these GIS data. If the attributes that we can resolve are the primary factors that control flow regime (e.g., basin geometry, rock type, mean annual precipitation), then this premise should hold true. The extent to which unresolved (or unidentified) details control flow regime will determine the degree of uncertainty in predictions made with models based on these data.

4.3 Required Observations

There are two primary observations: where are the channels, and which have surface water. Also listed here are the set of observations necessary to identify controls on channel function, verify GIS data, and build GIS models for predicting channel flow. A large sample of surveyed streams is a critical component for success of this study. The time required for a channel survey is proportional to the number of required observations, so it is important that un-necessary or redundant requirements be avoided. Specific details for mapping and survey protocol (e.g., field data sheets) to ensure that this information is unequivocally measured will need to be developed by the contractor chosen for the field-phase of this project with examples included in project proposals.
4.3.1 Aerial Photograph Mapping

Mapping can be done directly from the 2006 color NAIP (National Agriculture Imagery Program, see http://165.221.201.14/NAIP.html) 1-m imagery (available at http://rocky2.ess.washington.edu/data/raster/naip2006/, the DNR also has this imagery available at 18-inch resolution), using heads-up digitizing. (If more recent imagery becomes available, it should be used). Attributes to be digitized for each selected Type N basin:

1. Visible channels.
2. Channel and riparian-zone modifications, including road crossings, skid trails, water diversions, excavations, dams, fences, and livestock watering or crossing locations.
3. Forest Cover as polygons. Mapped Type-N basins will be delineated into forested and unforested polygons with a minimum size of approximately one acre, with forested zones subdivided into four canopy cover classes, giving five cover classes:
   a. Open: less than 25% canopy closure. Each open-class polygon must also be classified in terms of the type of disturbance that killed the former stand (if applicable):
      i. Fire
      ii. Insect or disease
      iii. Blow down
      iv. Timber harvest
   b. 25-50% canopy closure.
   c. >50-75% canopy closure
   d. greater than 75% canopy closure, and
   e. Non-forest: agricultural, grazed, other
4. Roads
   a. Forest road.
   b. Improved, unsurfaced.

4.3.2 Field Mapping

The Forest Hydrology Study addresses base-flow regime; hence, field surveys need to be done during the late-summer low-flow period.

Two-person field crews will walk from the inferred Type F to Type N transition to the channel head for all channels in each selected Type N basin and make the following measurements. Current and recent weather, particularly noting any precipitation.
At regular intervals (100m) point measurements of:

1. GPS channel location

2. Channel and valley geometry. Note that for headwater channels, the processes that form channels differ from those in larger channels downstream. Fluvial transport may generally be minor, interspersed by infrequent flood or mass wasting events. Channels are small, so sediment stored by wood and live tree roots may inundate the channel course. Hence, attributes associated with fluvial flow regimes, such as bankfull width, bankfull depth, and floodplain, may not generally apply to Type N channels. Nevertheless, channel geometry can provide important indicators of sediment transport regime, and thereby, of channel function. We use the established terminology here, but recognize that these terms may not apply at all measurement points. Also note: the spatial frequency at which to record observations is 100m; the length scale to which measurements of channel type, channel geometry, and flow regime apply is 30m.
   a. Presence or absence of a channel.
   b. If present, indicate open, obscured, or buried channel segments (slash from past harvest, naturally occurring woody debris, road crossing embankments, etc.)
   c. Gradient in degrees or percent, measured using a hand-held clinometer (or more accurate device) sighted to eye-height target over a slope length of approximately 30 m in both up-stream and down-stream directions
   d. (Bankfull) channel width (where applicable)
   e. Floodplain width, each side (where applicable)
   f. Terrace height (where applicable)
   g. Valley width, each side (where feasible)

3. Channel (valley floor) substrate (bedrock, alluvium, colluvium). The goal here is to distinguish predominant sediment transport mechanism; whether it is fluvial or mass wasting.

4. Surface water (none, standing water, flowing water, using the criteria described by Hunter et al., 2005).

5. Riparian stand type. Characteristics of the adjacent riparian forest will be described categorically according to its presence or absence, its species composition, stem density, modal DBH (diameter at breast height), and canopy closure (less than or greater than 40% to verify photo mapping). Species composition will be defined one of four ways: conifer, hardwood, mixed, or brush. Density will be estimated as trees per acre in the following categories: <50, 50-100, 100-150 and >150.
6. Presence (with notes on abundance and size) or absence of phreatophytes in riparian zone (Robinson, 1958), as an indicator of persistent shallow groundwater.

7. Presence (with notes on abundance) or absence of wetland vegetation in channel, (Topping et al., 2009) as an indicator of persistently saturated or moist soil.

8. Underlying rock type, where feasible

Each Occurrence

1. GPS coordinates of major flow transition points (perennial to seasonal, channel head)
2. Landforms; fans, terraces, tributary junctions
3. Changes in rock type and other geologic attributes (faults, contacts), where visible
4. Channel and riparian-zone modifications, including road crossings, skid trails, water diversions, excavations, dams, fences, and livestock watering or crossing locations.
5. Landslide effects (scour or deposition, if unambiguous), gully inputs.
6. Sediment accumulations and cause (down wood, live tree, etc.)
7. Type F to N transition

4.4 Data Analysis

4.4.1 Tasks

Project design necessitates a number of analysis tasks:

1. Refine threshold criteria used to identify channel initiation points for DEM-traced channels using field-identified channel-head locations and incorporate additional information (e.g., rock type) into the algorithm used to determine channel extent. Then retrace the channel network and recalculate all reach and contributing-area attributes.

2. Update GIS data sets. Data used for GIS analysis may have been updated since they were compiled for this project in 2008 (for example, the state stream layer, used for drainage enforcement and determination of the Type-F-to-N transition points, was updated in May 2009). The data used for generating GIS-calculated values for Type-N basins used for sample selection, and that will be used for the explanatory variables, should also be updated.

3. Select sample basins from the sample frame. The SAMPLE program may be used for this task. Some of the chosen basins will be inaccessible due to uncooperative landowners. Additional basins must then be chosen. This may be done using the RESAMPLE program.
4. Incorporate the forest classes and road locations digitized from aerial photographs into the GIS data and integrate these into the channel-reach data base. These data provide two additional spatially integrated explanatory variables:
   a. Proportion of the contributing area (and basin area) in each of the forest-cover classes,
   b. Road density.

5. Within the field-surveyed basins, determine the proportion of DEM-traced channels that cross actual drainage divides (as seen in Figure 3) and determine how this affects calculated drainage area in each case. This evaluation will provide error estimates of drainage area for the sampled basins and estimated error in all calculations of drainage area and associated attributes.

6. Build and assess statistical models to relate the dependent and independent variables. This is an exploratory analysis; a search for relationships. Quantification of variability is an integral aspect of this task.

7. Use the relationships identified to develop predictive models to extrapolate results for channel characteristics and flow regime to all DEM-traced reaches across eastern Washington FFR lands. Quantification of sensitivity and confidence, via model validation, are integral aspects of this task.

8. Cross-walk the DEM-traced reaches to the State water-course layer, so that data and model predictions from this project may be used with the state GIS data.

4.4.2 Statistical Methods

At this design phase of the project, it is appropriate to specify a strategy for data analysis, but we refrain from designating specific statistical tests or models to use; these decisions should be made by the contractor performing the analyses based on their experience and can be specified in the proposals submitted. However, we provide guidelines here.

The data involve a mix of continuous and categorical dependent and independent variables, we have no reason to anticipate monotonic relationships, we do anticipate skewed distributions of observed values, there will be missing and incomplete values in data sets (e.g., where not all channels are surveyed in a study basin), some dependent and independent variables are collinear (e.g., the sequential set of study reaches along a surveyed channel), there are interactions between sample sites (e.g., neighboring study reaches) and measured values will exhibit varying degrees of autocorrelation, and we anticipate a large amount of noise. Plotting variograms (Ganio et al., 2005), summary statistics, frequency distributions of measured values and derived metrics, and identification and examination of outliers will provide a starting point for identifying relationships in data, but it will be appropriate to come prepared with a variety of statistical techniques for quantifying relationships.
Initially, data analysis will be exploratory; a search for relationships between measured dependent variables and many explanatory variables. CART (classification and regression tree) analyses are well suited for this task (Breiman et al., 1984). Regression trees sub-divide the data space defined by the independent variables to delineate homogenous groups of study sites, with homogeneity typically based on minimizing variance in dependent variables within each grouping. (In this case, study sites consist of both the sampled Type-N basins, for which spatially integrated metrics are defined, and each study reach, for which the presence or absence of surface water is observed.) This technique works well to identify patterns in data and ranks independent variables in terms of the degree to which each accounts for variability in dependent variable values. It works both for continuous data, such as measures of channel density, and categorical data, such as presence or absence of surface water. Fritz et al. (2008), Wing and Skaugset (2002), and De'ath and Fabricius (2000) provide examples of classification and regression tree analysis for a variety of applications.

By subdividing the data set into calibration and validation subgroups, CART analysis can also be used to develop predictive models. Calibration and validation can be done by randomly subdividing the data many times to produce a large number of candidate models, a process called V-fold cross validation. Variability in the resulting set of models shows how sensitive the technique is to differences in the calibration data and estimates the accuracy of these models across the data domain. "Boosting" (De'ath, 2007), in which subsequent models are built from the residuals of the previous regression tree, provide a potentially better performing alternative method for development of predictive models, with which random selection of data points at each iteration may also be used to increase model robustness when used for prediction (Friedman, 2002).

It is likely that hydrologic behavior is not spatially stationary across eastern Washington. Regression tree analysis might also identify the need for further stratification prior to model construction.

CART was initially developed for univariate analysis, that is, to examine relationships between one dependent variable and many independent variables. However, the dependent variables we have defined are potentially related to each other. The proportion of channel length with perennial flow may be a function of total channel length and drainage area, the factors that go into channel density. Hence, multivariate methods of analysis should also be explored. CART can be extended to multivariate cases (De'ath, 2002).

Alternative approaches should also be explored in development of predictive models. Generalized linear models (GLM) and generalized additive models (GAM) offer broadly applicable options for regression. Logistic regression, which applies to nominal dependent variables such as presence or absence of surface water, is a GLM that has been used in other channel classification studies for flow regime (Bent and Steeves, 2006; Heine et al., 2004; North Carolina Division of Water Quality, 2008) and fish presence (Conrad et al., 2003; Fransen et al., 2006; McCleary and Hassan, 2008). For the Forest Hydrology Study, a multinomial logistic
regression (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000) to classify all DEM cells or all DEM-traced channel reaches as no channel, channel with surface water, or channel without surface water could be explored.

The assumption of sample independence is violated for channel-reach data, for which values in adjacent and neighboring reaches will be highly correlated (e.g., the probability that a specified reach has surface flow is conditioned by the presence or absence of surface flow in the upstream reach). There are several strategies for dealing with this issue. A simple approach is to randomly select reaches from the entire sample set of surveyed 30-m reaches, ignoring the source basin, and then to apply multinomial logistic regression to the sampled set of reaches. This procedure can be repeated many times to build a frequency distribution of regression coefficients, a procedure referred to as bootstrapping, from which to evaluate model sensitivity. A similar procedure can be defined, but with the sample data stratified by specified criteria, such as geographic location, to evaluate the confidence to which model results can be extrapolated to unsurveyed basins, a method of model validation.

Other statistical techniques may prove more successful in characterizing flow regime by reach. GLM techniques developed for longitudinal studies (which measure attributes in an individual entity over time, or in this case, attributes in an individual channel over space), such as mixed effects ordinal models, may be explored. It may also be useful to redefine the dependent variable. Rather than using presence or absence of surface discharge as the dependent variable, the probability for a transition in flow regime, from surface flow to no surface flow, or vice versa, may be defined as the dependent variable. Logistic regression can then be used to characterize downstream flow transitions from reach to reach.

General linear or additive models may also be used with the spatially integrated metrics, such as channel density. Details of any regression model used depend on characteristics of the data collected. Examination of the frequency distribution of values for both dependent and independent variables will be required to determine what transformations of variables are needed, what link functions are appropriate, and what functional form for independent variables are likely to work best. It is likely that nonparametric regression models will be required.

It is likely that hydrologic behavior is not spatially stationary across eastern Washington, and that multiple models applicable over different areas will be required. Regression tree analysis might identify the need for further stratification prior to construction of predictive models. This issue also complicates model validation. Typically, one data set is used to calibrate a model, then the model is used to make predictions to compare to another data set. But how to decide which data to use for calibration and which for validation? Would you get a different answer if you used different data sets? You will if the modeled relationships change from place to place. To deal with this issue, we advocate iterative, bootstrap-type methods that provide probability-density estimates of model coefficients and model predictions. Bootstrap methods can effectively try thousands of different combinations of calibration and validation data sets to examine the range in prediction error to estimate confidence intervals based on all potential combinations.
The method can be applied both within and among strata for evaluation of model sensitivity and to establish confidence intervals for model predictions over multiple scales.

Selection of a predictive model should be based on evaluation of multiple techniques and evaluation of all explanatory variables within each technique, with a quantitative measure of model success, such as that provided by the information-theoretic approach (Burnham and Anderson, 2002).

4.5 Personnel Needs

Field-data collection activities described in the Study Design are ambitious and will require a well-managed and cleanly executed effort to be successful. Staffing and training for this project will require careful planning and implementation to complete the work in a single field season. An effort of this magnitude deserves considerable advance planning and consistent management during its implementation. Four general personnel functions are considered here and guidance is suggested on the level of technical expertise and project specific experience required for each.

4.5.1 Field Technicians

Field technicians will collect data prescribed by the Study Design following training provided by the Field Coordination Manager and the Principal Investigator. Field technicians may be drawn broadly from the pool of natural resource technicians that collect data on a range of subjects. The selection of personnel for collecting these data should focus on individuals who are in excellent physical condition, have a proven capability to navigate by vehicle and on foot in forested environments, and have experience collecting scientific data. It is not necessary that the experience or education of the Field Technicians be derived from the geologic disciplines. However, it would be especially valuable if they had specific knowledge of headwater sediment-transport processes and could recognize the influence of sediment supply, flood events, mass wasting, and management on channel form and expression. First and foremost, individuals selected to collect the field data should have good basic woods and data collection skills. It is anticipated that specific training prior to the data collection phase of the work will be required regardless of education or work experience. It is expected that the Field Technicians will have, or be actively pursuing college degrees, but we do not believe that academic success is a predictor of how successful an individual may be on this particular assignment.

4.5.2 Field Coordination Manager

The Field Coordination Manager is responsible for managing all phases of field data collection. This individual will be responsible along with the Principal Investigator for training the Field Technicians. As such, this position must be familiar and conversant in all technical phases of the study and must also have demonstrated abilities to manage the logistics of a large field-data collection effort. Knowledge and experience with fine-scale spatial variation of physical form
and hydrologic characteristics in headwater channels, especially in eastern Washington, is an important consideration for this position. This individual should have an advanced degree in a natural resource discipline and have demonstrated capabilities in the area of training and managing field crews collecting large quantities of data. It is not absolutely essential that this individual have formal education in the geological sciences, but it is desirable and at a minimum they must demonstrate a basic competence in this area through project experience or published accounts of their work.

4.5.3 **Office Data Manager**

The role of the Office Data Manager is to accept the field data forms and supervise the conversion of the field data to electronic form. As such this person needs to have competence in basic data entry skills and be familiar with common database requirements. Familiarity with ESRI GIS products and Microsoft Access are required. It is anticipated that a certain amount of information will be derived from comments by the Field Technicians, making it necessary that the Office Data Manager be conversant in technical terms, thus requiring a certain level of experience and familiarity with the scientific terms used in the study of sediment transport and stream function.

4.5.4 **GIS Technician:**

The remote mapping will be done by a GIS Technician using a “heads up” method with direct input to attribute tables whose content will be used for some model analyses. Familiarity with ESRI map project routines and attribute tables is a required skill set for this position. Individuals filling this position should also have field experience in forested environments so that they are able to accurately identify forest infrastructure, landscape features, and different timber types on the aerial photos. The GIS Technician works under the supervision of the Office Data Manager.

4.5.5 **Principal Investigator**

The Principal Investigator will have bottom line responsibility for all phases of the work and the Office Data Manager and the Field Coordination Manager report directly to the Principal Investigator. This individual should have an advanced degree in the geological sciences and have a demonstrated capacity as a Principal Investigator of projects designed for landscape-level analyses of physical processes or stream function.

4.5.6 **Office Data Analysis**

Data analysis requirements, as described previously, require knowledge of statistical methods (including non-parametric methods to deal with non-symmetric and potentially multimodal distributions) and expertise in use of statistical software, such as R (www.r-project.org). Assembly, derivation, and formatting of data sets will require expertise in GIS and use of
scripting languages (like Python), and ability to write programs in C or Fortran. In addition to these skills, interpretation of exploratory statistical models and development of predictive models will require familiarity with current concepts in forested watershed geomorphology, hydrology, and river ecology. These requirements may be shared among several individuals.

4.6 Equipment and Software Requirements

Field-data collection will require GPS receivers, such as the Garmin GPSMAP 60CSx or Trimble GeoXT, and software to transfer GPS data to GIS. Field observations may be recorded in field books or with portable field computers.

The SAMPLE program is written in Fortran2003 and is compiled to run with a Microsoft Windows 32- or 64-bit operating system. Digitizing from orthophotos and GIS data analysis will require ESRI ArcGIS with data storage capacity of at least a terabyte.

4.7 Quality Assurance:

We anticipate that the fine-scale variation of physical and hydrologic conditions in Type N channels in eastern Washington will present a substantial challenge to consistent data collection. This challenge can only be addressed by comprehensive training of the Field Technicians and verification of the data through follow-up surveys conducted by the Field Coordination Manager. The field method, including the data forms and all collection techniques, should be fully tested by the Field Coordination Manager and the Principal Investigator prior to training and deployment of the Field Technicians. Constant communication with the Field Technicians and frequent and ongoing review of the data will also prevent problems in data quality.

4.8 Timeline:

The contract for the field data collection needs to be in place by June 30. This will allow for adequate planning and training to occur from 1 July to 15 August. We anticipate that two weeks are needed for training and shakedown data collection between 16 August and 31 August. Data collection should occur from 1 September to 31 October.

4.9 Costs

Inputs to the SAMPLE and RESAMPLE programs include user-specified estimates of the staff time and associated costs for air photo mapping, field surveys, and data analysis on a per area and channel length basis. The programs calculate the cumulative basin area and DEM-traced channel length for the randomly selected basins and report these values, along with the estimated project costs. An example is shown in Figure 18.
Figure 18. Output from program SAMPLE for estimating study costs and time requirements. Estimated costs are based on values specified in the input file to SAMPLE and are shown here only to illustrate SAMPLE outputs, not as accurate cost estimates.
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